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QUEST FOR FUN

WEATHER

TODAY High
54, Low 25,
Join Jennifer and Traci on
rain
their journey to a good
FRIDAY High
— time while also
62, Low 40,
attempting to stay alive. Bl
partly cloudy
SATURDAY
High 63, Low
I 46, cloudy
CCENT

Eastern's baseball squad has
won two games in a row heading into April, which in the past
has treated it well. B6
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Funderburk signs in 24-hour open house
RVIIMIC
BY
IAMIE MCAI
NEAL

Assistant news editor
After an initial proposal to give all residence halls 24-hour open house failed,
another has won the president's approval.
President Hanly Funderburk signed a
measure Monday after six months of deliberation. The approved proposal allows students in the three co-ed halls — Dupree,
Todd and Martin — to have 24-hour weekend open house from noon on Fridays to
midnight on Sundays.
However, a stipulation in the approved
proposal allows students in the three halls to

scan of the open-house
vote on the time span
hours. The vote must be made by Sept.IS.
Until the votes are counted, open house
roles will remain as they arc now.
Amber Culver, director of housing, said
the voting procedure has not been determined, but will probably be taken by ballot
or vocal votes.
"I think the Sept.IS date has been set so
that RAs can have floor meetings. Any
problems that come up and voting can be
taken care of before the plan is implemented," Culver said.
Culver was appointed by Jeannette
Crockett, dean of student life, as chair of a

committee formed to deal with the specifics
of the new policy.
"The policy has already been set up. Our
job is to figure out how each aspect of it is
to be dealt with," Culver said.
Culver said the committee would make
recommendations by the end of this semester. She said the way other universities have
implemented their open-house policies will
be considered.
She said decisions on how residents will
vote on the new policy and. what kind of
identification will be accepted to check in
an overnight guest will be based on committee recommendations.

President Hanly Funderburk said the
decision was not one that had to be made
quickly.
"Decisions like this aren't usually made
in mid-year," he said. "It doesn't really give
people an opportunity to choose what situation they want to live in."
Over the past six months, Funderburk
said he reviewed other universities' policies
and decided the original policy asking for
24-hour open house in all residents halls
just wasn't feasible.
"This new policy involves only the
upperclassmen and three residence halls,"
Funderburk said. "It gives people a chance

to set parameters that way.
way They don't have
hav
to live in a 24-hour open house dorm if they
don't want to."
Joe Hoffman, student senate president,
said he is very happy with Fundcrburk's
decision.
"I think it is going to be a very important
year for those living in the co-ed halls,
Hoffman said. "I think it's great that the
university is finally realizing wc arc adults
and President Funderburk is giving us purmission to act as responsible adults."
Hoffman also said he only wishes the
SEE OPEN HOUSE, PAGE A6

Disciplinary council sees
increase in firearm cases

MARCH MADNESS

BY DON PERRY

Editor
Alter a hunting trip last October,
Shane Carrier plated his rifle on the
gun rack in his truck, and without
thinking, drove from his Winchester
home to class the next morning.
But when he returned to the
Alumni Coliseum parking lot after
his classes. Carrier, a law enforcement major, said he found a note on
his windshield telling him to pick
up his gun at public safety. Then he
was then cited for having a firearm
on campus and told he would have
10 Face the disciplinary council.
During a closed meeting with the
council last November. Carrier was
given 10 hours of community service, placed on probation and was
told to write a letter about the dangers of having guns on campus to
the Progress.
In a note to the Progress accompanying Carrier's letter, Betsy
Bohannon. administrative assistant of

Excerpt from Shane Carrier's letter:
"It is important for everyone to understand that people who own
guns are not bad people, and the people who do own guns need
to realize it is their responsibility to handle them safely and comply with all regulations."
Student Judicial Affairs, said Carrier
had broken university rules and the
letter was part of his sanction.
Bohannon said her office was
directed by the council to see that
the sanction was earned out Part of
the sanction was to have an open
letter to the student body explaining
the danger of having guns on campus.
"The sanctioning of a student
needs to make a change in the student and not just kick them out."
she said. "I think the university,
through the disciplinary system is
making that change."
Bohannon said she has seen a
rise in the number of guns found on
campus in the last four semesters
and thinks the university is taking a

positive stance toward keeping the
guns off campus.
"Students need to understand il a
gun is found in their possession.
they're already up for suspension."
she said.
Carrier said he doesn't mind that
his name or sanction was released.
However, he said that he felt il wasn't fair only his name was released
since the disciplinary council heard
six other cases last semester involving firearms.
"As far as them releasing my
name, it doesn't really bother me."
Carrier said "I'm not ashamed,
because I don't feel like I did anything wrong. I just forgot about it. I
SEE GUNS, PAGE A6

Center Board brings campus
George Jones, more country
BY MATT MCCARTY

Managing editor

Progress/ BRIAN SIMMS
Hardy Pyle, a junior science major from Bardstown, put up a hook shot over Keith Foster, a
sophomore Journalism major, at the courts outside at Alumni Coliseum Monday evening.
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REMINDER

Advising begins Monday,
April 1, so don't be fooled
by your adviser.

BRAVEHEART
NOT THE BEST
Mel Gibson might have
scored big at the
Academy Awards, but
Braveheart failed in the
Progress Awards. Only
two Oscar winners
were favorites among
campus voters in the
six main events. For a
comparison of who
won, see Arts, page B3.

George Jones' "Grand Tour" will
be stopping at Eastern April 18 and
may leave some wondering "Why
Baby Why?"
Why is another country act coming to Eastern?
"No risk." said Skip Daugheriy,
dean of student development. "We
have no financial risk at all."
Daughcrty said promoters book a
date, and they don't charge a fee up
front. If the concert does well, then
Center Board makes money. If it
docs bad. then Center Board doesn't
lose.

"We don't have the size budget
to put a $50,000 or $60,000 deposit
down." Daugherty said.
Center Board's budget is currently a little more than $92.00(1 It
receives $63,138 each year from the
university's general fund.
In 1994-95, $57,339 went
unspent and earned over to (his fiscal year.
Daughcny said ideally he would
like to keep about $40,000 as a
reserve.
Since Alabama appeared at
Eastern in 1992. the school has
brought in several top country acts.
Daugherty said, however, that
the a "rock-oriented" act could be

booked for late April. However, he
said he couldn't release the name
until a deal is finalized.
The two main factors in determining who plays at Eastern and
who doesn't are "availability and
flying sound," Daugherty said.
"The No. I reason not to do >
major show is not money, and il's"
not interest. It's flying sound." he
said.
Alumni Coliseum's framework is
made of wood rather than metal
which makes rigging pulleys to pull
platforms of speakers up to the ceiling difficult. This makes the sound
SEE COUNTRY, PAGE A«

Disease strikes 'unexpecting victims'
BY PUSTIN SMOTHERS

News writer
Nearly ISO students put a condom on Kenneth Cook's "woody"
Tuesday night.
Cook, a HIV prevention specialist, instructed students on the use of
condoms as a part of a program
titled "Living with AIDS." which
was sponsored by McGregor Hall
and Aids Volunteers of America.
Each student was given an
opportunity to practice putting a
condom on a wooden replica of a
penis while Cook talked about the
importance of having protected sex
and the effects what he called the
most devastating sexually transmit-

ted disease.
Cook told the group that HIV
and AIDS come at very unexpected
times, to very unexpected people
and have no discrimination towards
race or gender. He said each one of
them should take every safety precaution so they wouldn't be the next
unexpecting victim.
Richard Kausrud. who accompanied Cook in the presentation,
was an unexpecting victim.
Kausrud. 39, told the students he
was infected with HIV at age 20 by
a routine rabies shot while in the
military.
Kausrud's 160-pound frame only
hinted that he has lived with the
virus for nearly 20 years.

When Kausrud was infected
with the virus, he weighed 178
pounds. At the end of the week in
which he learned he had the virus,
his weight had dropped to 97
pounds.
"I used to be a body builder." he
said. "When I got AIDS, my life
changed. I lost a home; it was
burned to the ground.
"It's devastating." he said. "All
of us in this room have an obligation. It is vital for all of us to
befriend and be a companion to
people with AIDS. We cannot get
enough love, understanding and
compassion."
SEE AIDS, PAGE A6

Progress/MARIE MOFFITT
Kenneth Cook showed his
"woody" to 150 students.
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Dunk ball
an escape to
the old days
During Spring Break someone looked at me
and said, "You know, you look exactly like
your father."
No, I didn't know. My dad is 41 going on
50, stands about S feet 9 inches and weighs,
well, he weighs more than me. How could I
look exactly like him?
Not that I would mind
one day resembling my dad
— I'm just not ready to
resemble him yet. I know
he and I already share many |
of the same mannerisms,
my mom is always quick to
point out
So being 21. wanting to
go on 16.1 did the only
Matt McCarty
tiling I could. I played bas- Au POINTS
kctball. But, my friends, I CONSOEHED
didn't play just any basketball, I played dunk ball.
With a goal that might have been 8-feet
high, several friends and I tried to feel younger
with every ball we threw through the rim.

Lessons learned
The second I arrived at my friend's house
and stepped out onto the road we call a court, I
fell a little taller. Not just because of the size of
(he court. No, it was much more than that. It
w;is being among friends.
You can tell quite a bit about where you've
conic from and where you are now by the court
where you play ball.
In Richmond, we play outside at Alumni
' loliseum. There are about 10 goals that stretch
ill MI;' the parking lot. It doesn't matter which
one you play on, they're all the same. Each
'Mm holds a different game, with different
people from different places. You may know
(he other person's name, but you don't know
who they arc. Here it's just a game.
At home, every court has a story which
liclps icach a lesson. The court at my house is
dirt for about 10 feel around the goal, then
•»r iiiins lo worn out grass.
When I was 6, my dad put my goal up on a
. - big. round wooden log. I was instantly popular.
Boys and men from miles up the road would
invade my yard all day during the summer.
'I"hcrc were so many people there, I couldn't
even play on my own goal. I played only when
I made even teams or on those rare occasions
when my dad was playing.
I learned some important lessons those summers on my court. People can be two faced.
They will use you to get what they want and
will pretend to be your friends to get it.
A friend had a court that was about 8-feet
wide and 12-fect long with an adjustable goal.
We could dunk or just play ball. Every day
after school we'd go there and play.
We might argue over a foul or knock someone down to win. but when the game was over,
we snook hands and laughed. I learned on that
court that games are fun, but at some point they
end Friendship, however, can last forever.

The kid inside
It was refreshing to revert back to the days
when all I had to worry about was playing ball
and having a good time. We all had a few
things we loved to do. Things that made being
young fun. Wc had three favorite pastimes —
tackle football, whiffle ball and dunk ball.
When we laced up our sneakers Saturday
and started to play, it was as if none of us had
gone to college, much less graduated. Nobody
was married and expecting a kid of his own.
And nobody would be going back to school or
work Monday.
Obviously, at least one person on that court
lit in each of the above examples. The truth is
we all arc grown up and no matter how hard we
tight it, and no matter how hard we wish we
could, wc can't go back to those carefree days.
We can only look ahead to a time when we
will become more like our parents and our own
sons will be outside dunking on 8-feet high
goals and learning important lessons about life.

Jr\ *. pilot p<»(£CT
wi

Long distance learning
Technology beneficial if not overused
The road to higher education is a bumpy
one right now. With funding problems vast for
most universities, their presidents are talking
about efficiency and effectiveness.
But we wonder if you can fully achieve
both.
To get the most out of their dollars and in
hopes of boosting enrollment at off-campus
sites, universities have established distance
learning.
Distance learning allows one professor to
teach one class to students at Eastern and
extended campuses at the same time.
The creators are hoping this will be more
efficient as it allows the university to educate
more with less. They also hope it will be
effective because more students will get the
opportunity to learn.
They do seem to have such good intentions,
but remember the road to hell is also paved
with good intentions.
With distance learning, students lose the
opportunity for personal instruction, and lec-

Just when we had given up hope of ever get- formed here during the past three years.
ting another musical act to Eastern, good ol'
Sure this is Eastern Kentucky University and
Skip Daugherty works some of his boot
Alumni Coliseum or Brock Auditorium may
scootin' magic and lassoes legendary country
not be the best facilities to host a concert, but
artist George Jones.
we've boasted nice acts in the past.
Jones will follow in the footsteps of
As recent as the 1987-88 school year
Alabama, the legendary country band which
Eastern hosted the Georgia Satellites and the
has performed here in two of the last three
legendary beach bum Jimmy Buffett.
years, country bands Diamond Rio,
While the George Jones concert may appeal
Confederate Railroad and Sawyer Brown and
to a few Eastern students, the biggest draw will
most recently the Indian Outlaw Tim McGraw. come from middle-aged, big belt buckle-wearThis doesn't even include three acts — Alan ing outsiders, not to the students who pay the
Jackson and Aaron Tippen — two of which
$110 activity fee that helps Center Board bring
backed out of performing in Alumni Coliseum
these acts to campus.
because of poor acoustics and the latter who
Daughtery promised he is working on getdidn't generate enough interest to sell tickets to ting another big rock-type act before the end
the show.
of the semester, but said nothing had been
While we are delighted to finally hear an act Finalized.
is actually coming to Eastern this semester, we
We're relying on him to keep his promise
are also disappointed because there seems to be and bring an act that students will flock to see,
no variety in the acts of recent years. With the
not just another legendary honky-tonker.
exception of Toad the Wet Sprocket and
BOTTOM LINE: Bring back Buffett. Bring
Widespread Panic, no memorable semi-big
back Buffett or at least a non-country act for a
name acts other than country stars have perchange.

Matt McCarty
Managing editor
Selena Woody
Copy editor
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tures are replaced by intimidating video cameras.
The quality of instruction is also a concern.
Professors will have increased class sizes and
students will have a difficult time asking questions after class.
With all the pros and cons facing distance
learning, our opinion is simple: it's good, but
don't over do it.
It should only be done where it helps. If
three students need a class at Corbin, then let
them take the class via distance learning. But
if enough students want a class at an extended
campus site, then it should be taught by an in
instructor there.
'
••■ •" •■■
Efficiency arid effectiveness are two key
ingredients to a successful future for higher
education. But it's imperative that universities
don't lose site of their overall purpose of educating in pursuit of saving some dollars.
BOTTOM LINE: Distance learning can be
an effective tool for educating as long as it's
used to enhance and not replace.

Country acts sounding a broken record

117 Donovan Annex
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond. Ky. 40475
(606) 622-1872. FAX (606) 622-23S4
E-mail address—progress9acs.ekn.edu

Victor M. Cuellar
Staff artist

E-mail offers
more than
snail-mail
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HOW TO REACH US
■ To report a news story or idea:
News
Mary Ann Lawrence
622-1872
Features
Jennifer Almjeld
622-1882
Activities
Janna Gillaspie
622-1882
Arts
Danna Estridge
622-1882
Sports
Brian Simms
622-1882
■ To reach us by e-mail
Internet: progress@acs.eku.edu

Ever wondered how to send someone e-mail
or if you can use e-mail? Or perhaps you can't
help but be fascinated by the very concept.
E-mail is the most basic service provided by
the Internet All Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) provide this service, and most ISPs provide supplementary services, such as FTP and
telnet
E-mail is simply an elecironic form of snail-mail that
moves through the post
office. Like snail-mail, cmail uses addresses. To send
someone e-mail, one must
know two things: the address
of the sender (you) and the
address of the recipient. For ou.
e-mail to work, both you
t^nAA *A
and the intended person
=p^=^=
must have an Internet
■"!>UBF,N0
account It works on the same principle as
snail-mail, except for a few important differences that we will address later in this column.
All e-mail addresses have at least two parts:
the user name and the domain. Take mine for
example. STUGODDA® ACS.EKU.EDU. The
characters to the left of the "@" sign are my
user name, and the characters to the right of the
"@" sign are the domain. All domains have a
three character plus dot ending. In my case, it's
".EDU". This signals the user that the e-mail
address is from a college or university.
Other domain endings are:
.GOV — government (local, state and
national) domain. GOV domains usually have
an affiliation before them, like .NASA.GOV.
.COM — Commercial services that provide
Internet services, such as Prodigy, AOL and
CompuServe. Also includes merchants providing Internet or non-Internet related services, or
new and existing companies making their presence on the Internet.
.ORG — Organizations with an Internet
presence.
.NET — Networks, basically the same as
: .COM, but more common for those that do provide Internet services. .
HU, .US, .CA, .NL,. Etc— International twoletter country codes. They usually follow one
of the above domain endings.
Sometimes there may be a machine name
before the domain. An example may be
BEAST.TRENTON.EDU or BUGS.TRENTON.EDU, where BEAST and BUGS are
machine names. They are sometimes left out of
e-mail addresses.
One important and obvious difference
between e-mail and snail-mail is the medium
used. E-mail is sent through a maze of different
computers before it gets to its destination. It is
composed entirely of electronic bits and bytes,
saving trees and causing some U.S. mail
employees to be concerned about lost profits.
Because e-mail uses electronic means, it can
reach its destination in seconds or minutes.
A less obvious feature of e-mail is that once
you send it you cannot retract it unless you
send another e-mail. So save your time and
think about what you're writing before you
actually send that e-mail.
Once in a great while, you'll encounter
something in e-mail not everyone looks forward to seeing in their own physical snail-mailboxes: junk e-mail. The best thing you can do
is to contact the person or company sending
you the junk e-mail and ask that they stop sending it to you. If all else fails, do what you usually do with junk mail: trash them — but with the
delete key, not the entire computer.
Finally, the VAX system offers two e-mail
programs, the MAIL utility and PINE. At the
dollar sign either type "mail" or "pmdf pine." I
prefer PINE because it has a menu-based interface, and it's powerful. Either way, if you
mistype the recipient's address and send the
message, it will return to you unsent
Happy surfin'!
Goddard is a junior deaf education major
from Keyport, N.J., and is on-line editor for the
Progress.
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reprint:
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622-1578
■ To place an ad:
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■ To subscribe:
Subscriptions are available by mail at a
cost of $ 16 per semester; or $32 per
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I used to be a body builder.
When I got AIDS,
my life was changed.
I lost a home; was
burned to the ground
RICHARD KAUSSUD,
OH life with AIDS

'At

V
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Break vacation hospitable, mon
While e.rm0n up, many of us
found onrsetWM m the shadows of
our parents m toy helped us cross
the road.
Each time thay grabbed our little
hands and
reminded us tbal way s look left
and then right
for on-coming
traffic.
This past
Spring Break I
found myself
having to face
Brian Simtns
the difficult task Mv TURN
road by mysCBTvut now that I am a
seasoned veteran of this act, I didn't
think too much of it.
Just look left and then right. No
big deal, right?
But afierijnpkad to the left and
took my fmXatSp onto the asphalt,
it defiantly turned into a big deal.
That big deal was be coming at
me at a 40 miles, per hour and
weighing raUHfbout a ton.
With a luaalantuh of rubber
and a honk-camiag from the vehi-

cle, I knew that I was not crossing
just any road. For you see, this road
was in the Bahamas, and in the
Bahamas, people drive on the other
side.
The gentlemen who almost introduced me to the grill of his Cadillac
stopped and didn't let out an
onslaught of vulgarity to me like
someone may do in the Stales.
Instead he checked to see if I was
alright and very nicely reminded me
to look right and then left.
Here I was, a foreigner looking
like a bonehead He could have
been mean, but be turned out to be
just one of the many nice and pleasant people I met in that country.
I have been on many vacations,
but have never experienced people
so friendly as there.
Time and time again my friends
and I were strolling along on the
beach, in the casino or towards the
bar, and the natives would be there
to greet us with a big pleasant smile.
They would greet us by saying,
"How is your stay going, big
Bahamas papa?" or "Hey mon, any
worries?"

The answer for both questions
would be, "No worries her mon."
How could you have any worries
when you're over a thousand miles
away from home in bright sunny
weather with temperatures in the
upper 80s.
Hospitality is something that you
love when it comes to you. But
when you experience it everyday
like I did in the Bahamas, you start
to take it for granted.
When we returned to the States,
there was a definite a change in hospitality.
It was almost like a major mood
swing had swept through and
altered the attitudes of some people.
It made me want to go back to the
Bahamas.
I will most certainly return to the
Bahamas, maybe win some more
money in the casino, but not get
sunburned so bad.
And I most certainly will look
right and then left.

PEOPLE POLL
Compiled by Duatln Smothers

Q: What act or lecturer would you like to see brought
to Eastern? Why?

Kenneth Griffin, senior,
geology, Irvine.

Melissa Tullis,
graduate student,
English, Lexington.

Mike Compton,
graduate student,
biology, Chicago.

"Phish. I like their
improvisational style.
That's my style of
music."

"Carrot Top. He is hilarious."

"Bob Seger. He is one
of my favorites, and he
puts on a good show."

Shiloh Vanstone,
freshman, pre-med,
Richmond.

Sarah Johnson, freshman, undeclared,
Corbin

Sam Spalding, freshman, art education,
Raywick.

"Urge Overkill. It would
be nice for them to
come here and see us,
instead of us going to
Louisville or Cincinnati
to see them."

"Whitney Houston. She
is an excellent singer.
She would be a good
entertainer."

"Jerry Seinfeld. He is
funny."

Simms is a sophomore journalism
major from Louisville and is sports
editor for the Progress.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Former basketball players defend Calhoun
Having bwaasiociated with the
men's basketball program for the
past six years, four of them as a
player, I wooM like to comment on
a letter that recently ran in the
Progress.
The letter gave a negative view
of Coach Mike Calhoun. his coaching philosophies and his handling
of players.
I would Ilk* to give the other
side of the story from someone
. who has actually been there.
During my years as a Colonel,
Calhoun was never disrespectful,
mean or unfair to me in any way.
Yes, there wen times when I took
criticism from Calhoun and the
other coaches, but each time it was
only to help make me a better player. It's the job of the player to follow the instructions of the coach
without complaining
During the course of every basketball season, there are times
when a playef and coach may disagree. That is natural. I now realize
' what the coaches were telling me
was to help me and the team be
better.
I know Calhoun has been very
-helpful to me and other former
players after our playing days have
finished. I have nothing but the

greatest respect for him and the
entire staff at Eastern.
As a player, I was proud to call
him coach and now I'm proud to
call him a friend.
Ailnndo Johnson
Former basketball player
I would like to comment on a
letter that was written to the
Progress concerning this year's
Eastern basketball team and particularly Coach Mike Calhoun.
This letter contained an unfavorable viewpoint expressed by a parent of one of the basketball players.
Because I am a former Eastern basketball player and can contribute an
insider's position, I would like to
give another view..
I played four years at Eastern
under the leadership of Calhoun,
the last year of which I was team
captain. I was not by any means a
star, but was a contributor nonetheless.
During my years at Eastern, I
experienced many opportunities I
would have never been able to if it
weren't for Eastern basketball.
During my time on the team, there
were good times and some bad
times, as with any team. I was

never treated with anything but
respect, kindness and fairness by
Calhoun.
During the course of a basketball season, many things happen.
Sometimes, from an outsider's perspective, decisions may not appear
right. However, in the end, those
are the decisions a coach has to
make. I don't think a parent can
objectively look at a decision or
game and have an effective viewpoint. The parents are not in practice every day or in the locker room
before or after a game.
I know first hand what really
goes on in the Eastern basketball
program, and the experiences I had
with the coaching staff and in particular Calhoun were nothing but
positive. I also know Calhoun is
neither shallow nor mean in any
way. He is all the things that are
right in college basketball and
Eastern basketball.
I appreciate everything he did
for me while at Eastern. It has
made me a better person on and off
the court. The players, parents and
the university are lucky to have the
Eastern basketball staff and Calhoun.
Chris Brown
Former basketball player

Distance learning part of growing technology
A recent letter in the Progress
titled Technology takes away old
fashion teaching" presents an
opportunity Co provide balancing
and more optimistic information
based upon actual experience.
There are obviously misconceptions about what distance learning
really is and isn't For example, it
is not analogues to a mail-order
magazine university, nor does it
lead to a CD-ma distance learning
center.
A distance learning approach to
education is monolithic. Many
interactive options may be created
for a variety Of-adaptations to specific situations. If one doesn't
choose to lecture, a compliment
may still be' fjVen on the way out
of a particularly food class.
In short, practically all activities
that take place in a traditional

classroom can also take place with
distance learning.
Furthermore, as experience
increases, the technology becomes
more transparent. It isn't really so
revolutionary at all, it is doing what
higher education has always done,
and it shouldn't be feared.
No technological change has
been without its distractors. The
development of the automobile,
computers and airplane travel are
examples.
Initially, technological change
often points to a less than exact
future state of affairs and may
thereby threaten a comfortable status quo.
Distance learning is relatively
new to Eastern, although it has
been utilized in Kentucky for some
time. In general distance learning
occurs in a less private environ-

ment than traditional teaching,
which often occurs behind a closed
door.
This promotes easier feedback
discussions with colleagues and
students regarding effective teaching strategies. Thus, rather than
taking away, this can facilitate and
add value to "old-fashion teaching."
Distance learning is not for
everyone. However, many faculty
and students have accepted the
challenges and opportunities it presents and have grown because of it.
Its purpose is not to take away
or replace anything, but to enhance
the educational enterprise by providing additional access to a college education.
Richard Snarr
Correctional services

Students participate in Health and Wellness Week
The EKU Substance Abuse
'Committee would like to take this
-opportunity tejurcss its appreciation to ne Metering student organizations foctiMf participation in a
very successful Health and
Wellness Week.
Thanks to the Amatuer Radio
Club (we appreciated the advertisement immense!)), the Residence

Hall Association, Residential
Development and Education, Eta
Sigma Gamma, Intramurals, the
Student
Athletic
Advisory
Committee, the Student Athletic
Trainers Club and Don Calitri's
HEA 290 class (The displays
looked great).
Special thanks also to the
Wellness Committee (The free aer-

obics classes were packed) and to
Marianne McAdams. The involvement of the organizations above is
testimony of the concern shared for
the wellness of our campus community. We look forward to their
enthusiasmin future events.
Michelle Rice, Chair
EKU Substance Abuse Committee

Food director appreciates help choosing manager
ateful to Troy
ody Mason for
cipation of
in the mterss for the new
view/selection
food service manager of the Top
ROOT Powell Cafeteria.
J^gj|Bja]sjaajgsajajpsented student
lizatlon and
: in food ser-

u ,

vices. They interviewed the three
finalist candidates, evaluated them
and in some cases, discussed the
candidates' qualifications with me.
Thank you, students, for giving
up your valuable time to help fill
this important position.
I am pleased to announce Kent
Johnson has accepted the position.
Kent comes to us from Iowa State

University where he gained considerable experience in ISU's food
service operation. He has also had
commercial restaurant supervisory
operation.
Please say hello to Kent when
you visit the cafeteria.

Self Serve Computer Rental
■ IBM Computer Rental
■ Macintosh Computer Rental

Have we got a deal for you! From
now until June 1,19% EKU
Students receive a discount of 50%
off of our self serve IBM and

and We Support All Of This Software:
■ Microsoft Word, Excel
and Powerpoint
■ Aldus Pagemaker
■ WordPerfect
■ Macromedia Freehand (Mac)
■ CorelDraw (IBM)
■ Lotus 123

Macintosh Computer Rentals! We
have UK-capabilities for your every
need. From word processing to
Desktop Publishing. Black & White
to Cofor Printing. And best of all,
it's available 24 Hours a day. So
come in and use our Self Serve
Rental Computers for 50% OFF

and more!!

Save 50% on any
Self Serve Computer Rental
with presentation of
your Student I.D.!

l#inl#n'C
m*r*

\bur branch office

620 EKU ByPass, Richmond T 624-0237

Open 24 hours, 7 days a week.
More than 800 locations worldwide. For the nearest location, cal I -800-2-KINKOS

Graf Hopkins
Director of food services

IUtml,..t0m
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Teachers may choose
test over EKU classes
Bill would allow
teachers to take a
test to receive Rank I
BY LANNY BKANNOCK

Staff writer
High school teachers who want
10 ailain the highest teaching certification and level of pay may no
longer be required to take some
master's degree courses or even
have a master's degree if the governor signs House Bill 305 into law.
The hill would allow teachers to
lake a National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards
exam to attain a Rank I certification
instead of taking a university Rank I
program.
Passed by an overwhelming margin Wednesday, HB 305 was sent to
the governor's desk for his signature.
If the governor signs the bill, it
would allow teachers with a bachelor's degree (Rank III) to take the
exam instead of the master's cours-

es to reach Rank I. This could hut
the university. President Hanly
Funderburk said.
"It has the potential of dropping
enrollment. Up to this point in other
states not many people have taken
advantage of it," Funderburk said.
Paul Wirtz. Eastern's certification officer, said the impact on the
enrollment at the university would
not be significant.
"It might have a little impact, but
there are some pluses as well,"
Wirtz said.
He said it could open some
opportunities to assist potential candidates in obtaining their Rank I.
In 1994 and 1995, the university
had 427 Rank I certification graduates, according to statistics provided
by Mark Butler, a certification annalyst in the state education department.
"There are pluses and minuses,*'
Butler said. 'Teachers would have
to spend less money. But is less
training necessarily best? I don't
know."
Annette Almjeld, a Rank I certified elementary teacher at Silver

Cr^ek Elementary in Berea,
received her certification from
Eastern and has mixed feelings on
the bill.
"It wouldn't take so long to do
(to receive a Rank I), but it would
eliminate the higher classes you
would have to take. It would simplify the Rank I. I don't know if it
would mean as much," Almjeld
said.
Funderburk said he thinks the
impact on Eastern will probably be
insignificant, but said there are still
a lot of unknowns.
"It's pretty hard to pass these
difficult tests that bypass coursework," Funderburk said.
He said Kentucky is not the first
slate to have a program of this
nature, and that a similar program
exists in Virginia. Funderburk said
it may be possible that some of the
people interested in the program
may go to another state to take the
test and send their scores back to
Kentucky.
"It breaks the mold for teacher
education
in
Kentucky,"
Funderburk said.

NEWS BRIEF'S
Compiled by Dustfn Smothft

Summer school classes begin June U
With only six weeks remaining in
the spring semester, students are
C
beginning to think about summer
^^■PUS school and intercession
Summer school classes are scheduled to begin June 11. but university
officials may change that date.
"it's fairly inevitable that it will be changed." said
Jack Culross, dean of undergraduate studies. "It's evident that with the snow days, a great many schools cannot make it with the current date. We want to accommodate them as best we can."
Madison County schools missed a total of 21 days,
the most missed in the last six years, and estimates students won't see the light of summer until June 15.
Madison County Schools Superintendent Paul Baker
said the idea of changing the summer school date
"sounds good" to him.
"We have quite a number of teachers who go to and
need those classes," he said. "It would certainly accommodate them."
Culross said he knew it seemed odd to not know the
starting date for summer school this late in March.
"But, with this kind of weather, they may miss more.
We wanted to wait until we were relatively sure they
would not miss anymore days," he said.

Powell Top Floor to add food feature
Students eating in Powell's Top Floor Cafeteria can
get "the usual" or go for something new and beefier
now.
Food services has opened the T Bonz Steak House
in the cafeteria to serve students 4:30-6:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday.
The Fountain Food Court is also branching out its
food selection. It has added a new Mexican flavor to
South of the Border, Casa Amigo.
To continue to better serve students, food services is
looking for individuals interested in a focus group to
help generate food new ideas. For more information,
call Brian Phi I pot ato22-2l79.

Faculty and staff to be honored Tuesday
Thirty-one faculty and staff members will be honored at the annual faculty and staff retirement dinner
for the dedication to the university and to teaching.
The dinner will be at 6:30 p.m. April 2 in the
Perkins Building. Tickets can be purchased for $11.50
in the Coates Building cashier's window or at the door
on the night of the dinner.

Library rampaltfi receives $15,000 gift
Eastern received a gift of $15,000 from the Charles
Moerlein Foundation to support the university's $1.3
million campaign to enhance library services and facilities.
The Moerlein Foundation gift follows a $25,000 gift
the university received last year for library materials
from the Jacob O. Schmidlapp Trusts. University officials plan to continue the library campaign through
April in order to increase an endowment for the acquisition of books and serials.

Eastern delivers computer software
A service provided by Eastern's Division of
Special Programs to a Mount Sterling industry has
given an old twist to the new term "Information
Superhighway."
Eastern is delivering the latest computer software
technology to industries throughout central ami southeastern Kentucky. One current industry using the service is the Lion Apparel distribution center In Mount
Sterling.
The assistance, provided through the Kentucky
Training Mobile Lab, helps to increase basic and technical skill levels in the commonwealth's work force.
The mobile unit is brought to the industry once per
week and features eight computers equipped with the
latest software that industries would be apt to use.

McCormell to keynote chamber awards
This
year's
Chamber
Awards Banquet features as its
keynote speaker U.S. Sen. Mitch
STARE
McConnell.
Honors will be presented at
the banquet for Chamber
Member of the Year, Industry of the Year, Business of
the Year, the Wallace G. Maffett Award, the Education
Award, the Berneasc Walters Beautification Award.
Community Service Award and the Progress Award.
The banquet will lake place at 6 p.m. March 29 in
the Stratton Building. A buffet will begin at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets for the buffet are $20 and can be purchased
at the Richmond Chamber of Commerce Office.
WTVQ-TV reporter Greg Stotelmyer will emcee the
event.
There will also be an organizational meeting of the
Young Kentuckians for McConnell from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
Friday in the Powell Building Conference Room A.
McConnell will speak with the five-member group
before the dinner.

Compiled by Jamie Neal

March 22
James D. Sams, 28, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence of alcohol
and speeding.
March 17
Kevin B. True, 34, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with driving with a suspended license and
running a traffic light.
March 16
Virginia R. Falkenberg. 19,
Richmond, was cited for possession
of marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia and possession of
alcohol by a minor.
Elizabeth
A.
Lee.
20.
Richmond, was cited for possession
of marijuana.
Philip Muriithi 19. Berea. was
arrested and charged with driving
under the influence of alcohol, driving without a license and running a
traffic light.
March 15
David H. Horlscber. 20. Ohio.
.was arrested and charged with alco-

hoi intoxication.
Michael Faulkner. Keene Hall,
reported his bicycle was stolen from
Keene Hall's bicycle rack.
March 14
Jacque
Brown
II,
18,
Cynthiana, was cited for possession
of alcohol by a minor.
Mark Thomas Williams. 19.
Ohio, was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
March 13
Roger W. Hawkins, 25. Indiana,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
March 12
Stacy Lee. Wallers Hall, reported her bracelet was stolen from her
room.
March II
Davis Salvador, O'Donnell
Hall, reported his necklace was
stolen from his room.
Jod Wilson. Keene Hall, reported the rear wheel of his bicycle was
stolen while parked in Keene Hall's
bicycle rack.
March IS
Jared Bowers. Palmer Hall,

weekends. Flexible schedules, work
up to 40 hours per week. Create your
own schedule according to your availability. Apply in person Monday
through Friday 8:30 a.m. 4:30p.m.
at 2570 Palumbo Drive, Lexington,
KY.

HELP WANTED.
loymant
Nationwide Law Enforce
mont Careers Froo information,
(810) 852-9195.
HALL' S ON THE RIVER: Will be
hiring cook positions and kitchen
help. Please apply in person. 1225
Athens- Boonesborough Road, Winchester. KY. Call (606) 527-6620 for
more information.

UFE GUARDS AND POOL MANAGERS needed for this summer'
$4.50 —$6 per hour. For more information, call (606) 273-6854.
Dellavalle Recreation Management.
YWCA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
Camp Directors and Counselors
needed. Sand resume and cover letter
to: YWCA, 1060 Cross Keys Road,
Lexington. KY40504. Ann: Diane.

LEXINGTON COUNTRY CLUB:
Now hiring for Golf Snack Shop and
Pool Snack Shop. Apply in person,
Tuesday-Friday on Paris Pike, 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. (606)299-6243.
RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUALS
NFEDFP1 To provide evening and
weekend overnight supervision to
developmentally-disabled adults in
the Richmond area. Contact Jeff at
Connections Inc. (606) 271-3812.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- Students Naadedl Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room and board! Transportation! Male or female. No experience necessary. Call (206)9713510, ext. A55345.

MADISON GARDEN: Needs cooks.
cooks and more cooks. Apply in person.
WE ARE HIRING STUDENTS! Student Support Services is currently
hiring tutors and peer advisors to
work with EKU freshman in the fall.
Tutors help students with remedial
and 100 level courses. Peer advisors help with their overall adjustment to college. You must have at
least a 2.75 GPA and 30 credit hours.
If you are interested, call 622-1074
or stop by the Turksy House, 2nd
floor. (We are next to Walters Hall).
UNITED STATES ACHIEVEMENT
ACADEMY HASTHE FOLLOWING
TWO POSITIONS OPEN: Registration Staff: $5-$9 per hour. Job
description: To register students in
the academy by processing their
nominations and applications. Mornings, afternoons, evenings, weekdays and/or weekends. Flexible
schedule. Work up to 40 hours per
week. Create your own schedule
according to your availability. Apply
in parson Monday through Friday
8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. at 2570
Palumbo Drive, Lexington, KY. Tvp-

kjajpajj Entry; $5-iio per Bj
dtptndjng on typing spood_infl
accuracy. Minimum speed 60 wpm.
Job description: Entering student
names and addresses from nomination forms submitted by teachers,
counselors and/or professors. Parttime or full-time mornings, afternoons, evenings, weekdays and/or

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+ per month. World travel.
Seasonal and full-time positions. No
experience necessary. For information, call 1-206-971-3550, ext.
C55345.
APOLLO PIZZA: Drivers wanted.
Must be 18 years old and have own
car and insurance. Apply in person
at 228 S. Second St.
WORK OUT OF YOUR HOMEI
$1,750 weekly possible mailing our
circulars. For information, call (301)
306-1207.
WORK OUTDOORS! National
Parks, Forests, Wildlife Preserves,
and Concessionaires are now hiring
seasonal workers. Excellent benefits
+ bonuses!CaJM -206-971 -3620,ext.
N55342.

HEADACHES? Free evaluation and
group sessions with participation in
dissertation study. If you have headaches not due to injury, call 6255688.
BURRIER's CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER AT EKU: CDC has
openings for the fall 1996 enrollment,
morning and afternoon programs.
Minimum age requirement is 3 years
old by October 1996. For more information, call 622-1173.
I will do research for papers! Reasonable fees. 741-1119. Leave mes-

SKYOIVING INSTRUCTIONS Train
and jump the same day for ONLY
$90! Lackey's Airport. U.S. 25 South,
6 miles from bypass, turn right on
Menelaus Road Saurday and Sundays 0 a.m. For information,call (606)
873-0311 or 986-8202 weekends.
WIN A FREE SWEAT SHIRT!

FOUND! A necklace in Begley parking lot. Call 226-0593.
LOST! Cambridge Day Planner,
navy canvas with tan leather trim.
REWARD OFFERED! No questions asked! Call 622-2432.
FOR SALE.
COLLEGE RINGS: Newest styles!
Any college, any year! Three week
delivery. Now available direct by
accessing our site on the Internet.

Just be the first to come
down to First Gear, and
answer the following
question:
Who, in the Country Music world, was Sara
Campbell?
Las nans an—en) iwnsi
IMMIWW

1895
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MAINTAINING
YOUR TAN:

* Round trip 24 hour

drive to Daytona Beach
crammed in the car with
6 of your ("on my nerves ")
friends.
$ 75.00

* 12 Temperature Controlled
rooms for your comfort.
So you don't have to suffer the HEAT!

* 28 & 32 Bulb Wolff System Beds.
So you don't have to squeeze onto that small
towel and worry about sand in your hair.

* 5 nights in the chespest
motel you could find

near the Beach

* Cool T-shirt's and junk

Chrismaa Long. 22. Indiana,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication and was cited with
third degree criminal mischief after
his vehicle was driven across the
intramural rugby field.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TAX RETURNS PREPAREDI Reasonable fees (financial aid forms).
741-1119.

GETTING
YOUR TAN:

Sgt. Carol Schilling reported
Matthew Galbraith's car had a broken driver's side window. Galbraith
stated his car stereo had been stolen
from the car while parked in the
Lancaster lot.

Larry Calbert. Palmer Hall,
reported a water line had ruptured in
a healer on the ninth floor hallway
of Commonwealth Hall. The water
had begun to flood the floors below
before the plumber arrived. Floors
three through nine were flooded on
the north side of Commonwealth
Hall. Alternate housing was
arranged for students with flooded
rooms.

19" TV/VCR combination, dorm size
refrigerator, CD player with double
cassette/recorder/AM/FM radio all in
one. Prices on all hems are negotiable. Call 622-6062.

COST OF

Oops we forgot BEER!!!

March*

Graduating senior needs to sell
apartment furniture before April 30.
Please call 622-1881 for more information.

COST OF

reported the license plate was stolen
off his vehicle.

Randall Pennington, Brewer
Building, reported the USA Today
vending machine had been vandalized.

FuHy guaranteed, great prices. Come
visit our site and order your college
class
ring.
http://
www.cokegerings.inter.net or phone
us at 1 (718) 443-4260.

LOST AND FOUND.

$200.00

* Partying for the week,
including, bailing Billy out,
and paying for the holes in
the motel room wall.

POLICE BEAT
The following reports have
been filed with the university's
Division of Public Safety.

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays S2 for 10 words

* Highest performace bulbs
legally allowed in a tanning bed.
Our bulbs are kinda like you were after that
last really good party, giving your best
performance without going to jail.

$325.00

* 25% off all products everyday!
So you won't need money wired from home!

to prove that you actually

went somewhere for Break $ 55.00

* Cleanest facility in town!
No sand crabs here!!!

+
$ 555.00

+
$

29.95

PLANET SUN
EASTERN BYPASS NEXT TO KINKO'S

I
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Eastern waiting on key bills
Budget, health care
still being discussed
as end draws near
BY MARY ANN LAWRENCE

News editor
As this year's legislative session
winds down, two of the most
weighty issues, health care reform
and budget appropriations, are yet
to be nailed down.
Yesterday, a joint committee of
the House and Senate began the
process to find a compromise
between two versions of the commonwealth's budget, but there arc
still three health care reform bills on
the floor to be debated.
"I mink they're close on appropriations." said Jim Clark, director of
planning and budgeting. "But, they're
not as close on health care. They're
going to have to go down to the wire."
Eastern's appropriations haven't
changed in the end of session mayhem and all three of the bills concerning health care would exempt
Eastern from the Health Care
Alliance, which both Clark and

President Manly
Funderburk
have
said
would increase
cost
and
decrease benefits for both
employees and
students.
Eastern seems
to be getting
what it wants
this session.
"It's been a
relatively good
session
for
higher education," said Harry Moberly, DRichmond,
the
House
Appropriations and Revenue chief.
"And I think we expect to do even
better in 1997."
Moberly said the governor had
introduced several initiatives, such
as EMPOWER Kentucky, a program designed to increase governmental use of technology which he
says will save the commonwealth as
much as $50 million.
"The governor and we have taken
some steps to save some money to
give higher education," Moberly said.

44
It will be the test of my
political prowess to get
the higher education institutions in this state to
advance technologically.
PAUL PATTON, Kentucky governor

"With his EMPOWER Kentucky initiative, the governor says We'll see
$50 million in recurring savings by
January of next year."
In January, the governor plans to
call a special session and higher
education is his first priority.
"I don't feel rushed,". Gov. Paul
Patton told Eastern students in a
press conference. "There's no reason to feel rushed. This is actually
an eight-year budget plan we're
looking at, so we're not under as
much pressure. It will be the test of
my political prowess to get (he
higher education institutions in this
state to advance technologically."

WHERE THE BILLS ARE

WHh ttw 1g«aene«*Aaaaffibly wrapping up, so^
for the governor to sign and other, an* still watting to be decided on. Here Is . o^ Hating of the Nile
that may affect Eastern.
BILL, SPONSOR

SUMMARY

HB 137
I M. Long

The National Guard bill, would provide
full tuition awards to active members
of the Kentucky National Guard.

HB 189
B. Heleringer

This bill would create a state autism
training center.

HB 285
I J. Stacy

HB305
E.Scorsone

This bill would make it illegal to give
financial aid to students who are in
prison, unless funds have already been
provided to all other eligible students.
This bill would allow teachers to get
their Rank 1 certification without
attending a university.

SB 192
\J. Meyer

SCR 93
J. Meyer

SR 76
B. MetcaH

HB 913
R. Pulumbo

On March 26, the bill was taken from
the consent orders of the day and
placed in the Regular orders of the day

On March 26, the bill was posted for
passage in the House.

This bill would change falsifying educational records from a misdemeanor
to a Class D felony.

The bill has passed both houses and
awaits the Governor's signature.

This resolution would create a Task
Fore© on Poatsecondary Education.

It has passed both houses and awaits
the Governor's signature.

This resolution would urge public universities to include curricula addressing
domestic violence and child sexual abuse
for students in psychology, social work,
counseling, law and medical programs.

On January 17, the resolution was
adopted by voice vote.

It was adopted by voice vote on
Feb. 13.

The bill would have added a nonteach
ing personnel member to the University
of Kentucky Board of Trustees.

It passed the House 90-0, but died
March 15, when it was recommitted to
A&R.

The bill would have done away with
college entrance requirements.

It died March 4. only four days after
being introduoed into the House.

Source: Legislative Information System
Progress/MARY ANN LAWRENCE

Hoy Students!
Did Spring Break
bring down your
cash flow?
No more worries,

Try these daily
specials at
Paco's
Mexican
Restaurant.

we are here to
helpl This issue
is full of great
discounts and
money-saving
coupons.
Check it out and
save some cash!

Cartoon Strip Artist • the
cartoonist is responsible for a

YOU DON'T HAVE TO START AT

- responsible for
assisting news team with two or
three news stories per
week. Pays $15
weekly.

MAD BILLS
Some bills never make it to be a law. Hare are a few mat didnt make It tbi» session.
HB 83
| E. Scorsone

•

On March 25, the Ml passed the Senate,
38-0. and was received In the Hou*».

On March 26. the bill was sent to the
Governor to be signed into law.

Daily Specials
Mon.
Happy Hour All Day and Night
TIMS.
Taco and Draft tor $1 7p.m.-9 p.m. only
Wed. Jumbo Margaritas for $1 £9
Thurs. Buy 1 Beef Mamut and second is 1/2 price
Fri. and Sat. Busch Light and Natural Light Cans
tor $1 after 6 p.m.
Corner of First 4 Water

623-0021

-

Staff Artist - responsible for
cartoons for the editorial page and
any other illustrations assigned by
editors. The staff artist will also
supply art work for ads when
necessary. Pays $15 weekly

paste-up. Pays $35 weekly.

This bill would restructure the
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority so that it will no longer be a
governmental agency.

This resolution adjourns the Senate on
February 9, in deference *> Student
Financial Aid Awareness Month.

Assistant News Editor responsible for covering police
beat and other assigned news
stories weekly and assisting with

Sports Editor - responsible for
covering university sports including
game and feature coverage. The
sports editor also writes a weekly
column and is responsible for the
design and paste-up of the sports
pages. Pays $45 weekly.

K

Assistant Photo Editor
responsible for People Poll feature.
staff shooting assignments,
darkroom work and assisting with
photo filing. Pays $25 weekly

On March 26, the bill passed 37-1 Ml
the Senate and went back to the
House.

On March 26, the bill was placed on
the Regular Orders of the Day, to be
voted on in the Senate.

I SR 47
\ J. Green

News Editor - responsible for the
editing and art and photo
assignments tor all news stories
and has primary responsibility for
assigning news stories to staff
writers, editing news copy and
assisting with news page pasteup Pays $50 weekly.

Accent Editor - plans, directs and
coordinates the writing and editing of
all feature material (B-section) and
is responsible for layout and paste-up
of the features page and People
section. Supervises special sections
of the paper. Pays $50 weekly

•

Photo Editor - in addition to
shooting pictures, the photo editor
is responsible for direction of all
staff photographers. The photo
editor delegates assignments to
photographers and maintains a
weekly budget of photos. The
photo editor is responsible for the
processing and developing of all
pictures and for keeping photo
library. Familiarity with Photoshop
and Quark a plus. Pays $50
weekly.

THE BOTTOM TO GET TO THE TOP. . .

This bill would create a Kentucky community service commission.

| SB 214
1 P. Herron

Managing Editor -- responsible
tor the overall mechanical
operation of the paper and for
seeing that Internal and The ME
wW maintain a story library, filing
stories and background materials
tor future reference. Pays $70
weekly and $150 per semester
bookstore credit.

Assistant Copy Editor - will assist
the copy editor in reading and editing
staff stories and may be asked to
write a story or column on occasion.
The applicant should be aval able on
Monday and Tuesday nights and
Wednesday afternoons if possible.
Applicants should be familiar with the
AP stylebook and haw a strong
sense of good sentence structure,
spelling, punctuation and grammar.
Pays $t 5 weekly.

Graphics Editor- produces
graphics such as charts, tables,
locator maps,
illustrations.
infographics. display heads, etc..
for editorial staff. Provides
production support for special
effects for advertising
staff
Familiarity
with
Illustrator,
QuarkXPress. Photoshop and
scanning a plus. Pays $30 a week

STATUS

I^HH^B^HHB^BlaVBVQHHBBB^B^HBSBSB^H

? HB 629
G. Stumbo

EDITORIAL POSTTtONS
Edftor ~ Ttw editor has general
responsibility for overall operation
of the paper and sett ttw ton* lor
ttw editorial page expression of
the paper.
The editor is
reeponstse tor the layout of the
editorial page, the design ol page
one and news pages and
alternates with the managing
editor in writing a general interest
column. Pays $80 weekly and
$150 par semester bookstore
cradh.

CopyEdtor,
responsible tor editing al copy in the
paper and supervising proof-reading
and corrections during paste-up. The
applicant should be available on
Monday and Tuesday nights and
Wednesday afternoons. Applicants
should be familiar with the AP
sty lebook and have a strong sense ol
good sentence structure, spelling,
punctuation and grammar. Pays $45
weekly.

Thursoay, March 2d, 1995

Assistant Sports Editor - assists
sports editor in EKU sports coverage,
including occasionally writing a
column of commentary under the
sports editor's direction and helping
with layout of the sports pages.
Pays $15 weekly.
Sports Writer -- responsible lor
assisting sports editors with two or
three news stories per week. Pays
$15 weekly
Activities Editor -- covers
student organizations and
dubs on campus and special
activities and events.
Contributes to Preview
page and People page.
Pays $45 weekly. "
Arts/Entertainment
Editor
responsible
for
culture I
and
entertainment
covera g e
of
campus and area
concerts, plays, art
exhibits,
m usk,
etc.,
Including
reviews. The arts
editor is responsible
for the design and
paste-up of arts
pages and Preview
calendar. Pays $45
weekly.

weekly cartoon strip and any other
art as needed for the Progress
Pays $10 weekly
ADVERTISING POSITIONS
Ad Manager -- Responsible for
managing staff, setting and
maintaining overall advertising
goals, assigning and monitoring
territories; running weekly ad staff
meeting; ad staff placement,
solicitation of national, corporate
and agency accounts, supervising
of in-house promotions and
campaigns
Pays
10".o
commission and $150 bookstoi»
scholarship per semester
Ad Sales Representatives
responsible for the selling ads and
lor' the Progress' in an assigned
territory Pays 8% commission
Advertising Design Director
designs and composes adv.
and assist with archiving ads and
ad art. Familiarity with Macintosh
programs such as Pagemaker,
Illustrator and
Multi-Ad, and
scanned art desired. Pay $40 a
Circulation Director
responsible for the weekly
distribution of the paper on and olf
campus,
maintenance of
distribution boxes and routes. Pays
$30 weekly.

Start with us instead.
Be a part of your student
newspaper and receive
valuable experience.
Apply before April 12.
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GUNS: Three more cases concerning firearms facing disciplinary board
Continued from front
ihink the situation was just blown
out of proportion."
Carrier said he was initially
upset about the way his case was
handled and had contacted an attorney He said he decided not to pursue a suit against the university,
because he felt the disciplinary
board spared him by allowing him
to remain enrolled at Eastern.
I think they did give me a

council next Wednesday for firearm
violations will not be released.
Harry Moberly, director of student judicial affairs, said Carrier's
name and sanctions shouldn't have
been released citing the Buckley
Amendment.
He said the amendment is the
reason the names of other students
violating university policies aren't
released.
Moberly, who has been on leave
this semester while serving as a rep-

break," he said. "I got 10 hours
community service, probation and
had to write the letter."
Carrier, the son of a Winchester
game warden, said he is conducting
hunter safety training in residence
halls throughout the semester to fulfill the community service.
Unlike Carrier, the names of
four other students charged with
violating Eastern's firearm policy
last semester and two students
scheduled to appear before the

AIDS: Speakers stress getting familiar with products
Continued from front
Unlike Kausrud, Cook's involvement in AIDS came after he was
mistakenly diagnosed with the
virus. He said the misdiagnosis and
the fact he had a college roommate
with AIDS prompted him to
become involved in the seminar.
"It's not about the 40,000 new
infections every year," he said. "It's
not about the 30 million who will die.
It's about people I know. Chances
are. it's about people you know."
"HIV infects one in every 250
men and one in every 300 women,"
i
k said "Kentucky has the

such as condoms to help prevent the
spread of AIDS.
Cook talked about the different
feelings and emotions that are
wrapped up in HIV and AIDS. He
said it was more than just a disease.
"It is about humanity," Cook
said. "It is about who we are. We
must be able to realize our own
humanity in order to realize what a
devastating disease this really is. I
hope you can hear the cries of the
mournful songs of those people
who are living with the disease."
The hour-long presentation
ended with the distribution of condoms to the students.

fourth fastest growing population of
people with AIDS."
Cook said the five most prominent
ways a person can become infected
with HIV are sexual intercourse,
drugs, pregnancy, blood transfusion,
and piercing and tattooing.
He said HIV can live from 72 to
80 hours in a drug needle before
dying.
There is a 1 percent chance of
becoming infected by a blood transfusion. Cook said. He was quick to
point out the virus is most often
transmitted through sexual contact
and stressed the importance of
becoming familiar with products

OPEN HOUSE: Past policies will continue as usual
Continued from front
decision had been made sooner.
"Intention cards have already
Ken tilled out now," Hoffman said.
I guess it's better now than never
though.''
All past open house policies,
such as checking guests in at the
front desk, will continue as usual, in
addition to a few regulations dealing with the 24-hour policy.
The new policy regulations
include a contract that will be used
by roommates to spell out responsibilities to each other, expectations
of behavior and courtesy and resolution procedures in the event of a
■ iolation.
The approved policy also says
the current guest rules will be
reviewed and strengthened.
The university handbook and
residence hall guide will be altered
to include the new regulations.
•1

which will define the difference
between visitation and living
together. That distinction will be
made by hall staff and will be nonnegotiable. Violators will have their
open-house privileges terminated.
Steve Stauffer, area coordinator
for Todd Hall and Dupree Hall, said
he doesn't think the new policy is
going to make it much harder on the
hall workers in charge of supervising.
"I think the policy is going to
create only a few new challenges
but I feel it's a positive move,"
Stauffer said. "It's an opportunity
for students to show us (hall supervisory staff) that we can trust
them."
Residents living in the co-ed
halls who do not want to remain in
the halls when the new policy takes
effect can see a member of the university housing office between
between 8 and 9:30 a.m. March 29
in Dupree Hall's recreation room.

u

Intention cards have
already been filled out
now. I guess it's better
now than never though
*>
JOE HOFFMAN,

student senate president
between 10 and 11:30 a.m. in the
Martin Hall lounge or between 1
and 3:30 p.m. in Dupree's recreation room.
Residents who would like to
change their room assignments to
one of the three co-ed halls can call
the housing office during the campus-wide room change period
beginning April 1 to find out how to
change the assignment.

resentative in the General
Assembly, said he could not legally
make further comments on the case.
Before the council can hold the
two upcoming hearings, however, it
must fill the two student seats left
vacant at the end of last semester.
Joe Hoffman, president of student senate, said he and Residence
Hall Association President Lisa
Daniels each recommended three
students to serve on the council, but
would not release the names.

OCEANFRONT TAN-IN
Back from the Beach Special

With AH Your Favorite
Toppings

Large
1 Topping Pizza
With Buffalo Winga
& Twisty Bread
..

Medium
Pizza

15 or 20 v\e>\te> package only.
Ain't no lines on our behinds,
keep that tan at...

With One Topping
& Twisty Bread

v
i
i

s $ Gift Certificate
tou 'ard purchase

less finish wftile it conditions your skin.
And now we're giving you a
S3 gift certificate toward
trying it. So bring
this certificate into your
nearest Merle Nonnan
Cosmetic Studio for a beautiful
way to discover the jyerfect foundation.

fflERLE
nORfTlfln
COSMETIC S'UDIOS
The place for the beautiful face.'M

106 St. George Street
Richmond, KY 40475
624-9825 exp. 4/896
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2 Large Pizzas

Large
Pizza

Large Deluxe

With One Topping

One Topping Pizza

9

PLUS

A Large
oov

One Topping Pizza
And an Order

Each With 2 Toppings
of Your Choice

Buffalo Wings

0*S

t<S>

2 Large
2 Topping
Pizzas

Medium
Pizza
With A Topping
of Your Choice

**1
$

Each With A Topping
of Your Choice

:

$

w

2 Hoagies
2 Cokes
2 Chips

with any purchase

99

16 fS^2 151

^099'

Large

Large Pizza

One Topping Pizza
PLUS
Order of Twisty Bread
&a2LiterofCoke

With All Your
Favorite Toppings

oo!

i<o9

Large Pizza
With One Topping*
Twisty Bread

$1099

ffers valid with coupons only. Valid at participating stores only Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our drivers cary less than S20.
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Lttxiva Ultra Powder Foundation gives you a flaw-

Medium

Cheesy
Bread

:

i
i

2 Medium
Pizzas

3 Large
Pizzas

:
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521 Leighway Or. 623-5993 •i i
Must present coupon
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C
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Continued from front

Each With One Topping pi
PLUS
2 Orders Twisty Bread i|
a a 2 Liter of Coke
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Medium
Pizza
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$5 OFF

COUNTRY:
Flying sound,
availability keys
to country acts
system needs of many performers
impossible to accommodate,
Daugherty said.
"Money's not always the issue,"
he said.
Daugherty said many times the
promoters come to him and "basically rent our facility and all preshow costs are paid by the promoters."
"That's why there's so much
country. They're a guaranteed audience," he said.
It is this audience availability
that has brought so many country
acts to Alumni Coliseum and Brock
Auditorium, he said.
Daugherty said most rock-oriented acts won't pay all costs up
(ront. He also said the real big
names won't play a place the size
of Alumni Coliseum and the lesser
size names are too risky.
Daugherty said he expects Jones
and special guest Daryl Singletary
to draw about 3,000 people.
However, he said if Center Board
had to pay money up front to bring
Jones in, they would not have taken
the risk of losing money.
It may be "another country
show," but at least it's a show, he
said.
"And if someone's interested,
they can go."
(Arts editor Danna Estridge
contributed to this article.)
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NEXT WEEK
Unplanned Pregnancy
Explore the decisions
that lay ahead of those
faced with pregnancy.

BI

ACCENT

Jennifer Almjeld, editor
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At 7:30 on a Thursday night we step into the airlock, following 27 other people to
our battle stations. We strap on vests, unholster our guns and look into the faces of
our enemies.
Instantly, we realize that our decision to wear white clothing was a stupid one.
Totally stupid. Underneath the fluorescent lights, we are prime targets.
Welcome to Laser Quest of Lexington.
The game marshal tells us to shoot to kill and take no prisoners.
He reminds us that no one is our friend.
From this point on, it is a solo mission.

Trad Mil
Jennifer Almjeld
Graphics by
Tim Mollette

TVaci

Jennifer

Codename: TRACY

Codcnanj^jjMA.

M

I take two, maybe three, steps at the most into the darkness of
the maze, and I am shot. Suddenly, I feel what becomes an all
too familiar sensation.
Every time my enemies hit one of the sensors I'm wearing with
their lasers, the sensor on my chest vibrates.
I aim my gun into the darkness and realize that my laser is
inactive for the next five seconds.
I'll use this time to hide.

y code name is Tracy, but you can call me Ram bo I
have 20 seconds to find a place to hide before the shooting begins.
I can't believe I wore this white shirt. I might as well have a
flash light attached to my head with a sign that reads, "Shoot the
idiot."
Where is Jennie? Oh well, no time to worry about her now.
Buzz! There's the timer — let the games begin.
I start to make my way around the lower level of the maze,
ducking into comers and behind poles until I see the flashing
lights of the vests. There's someone...Shoot! My laser tells me
that I've tagged Kawahara on the shoulder. This is too cool.

Casualties of War

WHAT IS LASER
QUEST?
Laser Quest is a
1990s version of
paint ball.
Players try to score
points by tagging
opponents with their
lasers while avoiding
getting shot. The
person with the most
points wins.
The game lasts 20
minutes, and
admission is $6 per
person.
0
HOURS:

M onday-Thu rsday
£10 p.m.
0

Frtjfiay
4Jp.m.-1 a.m.
Saturday
■flU a.m.
Sunday
Npon-10 p.m.
For.' more
information, call
225.1742.

I make my way to the stairs and suddenly my vest vibrates and
my laser dies. I've been tagged by Pray4Rain. He is on the second level waving at me through the steel grate on the floor.
My laser is ready again. No sooner do I move and I'm shot
again. Twice.
OK, no more nice girl.
I continue to the upper level, shooting Yoda, Junior and Buzz
on the way. Once there, I see Kawahara again and tag him in the
shoulder. This time he doesn't run for cover. He's coming at me
head on. Before I can get out of reach, his laser is reactivated,
and he shoots me in the back.
But he's still not happy. Now he is stalking me, waiting to
shoot me again. Trying to get away, I walk right into the crossfire of two duelers. Again my white shirt calls attention to me
and within seconds, not two, but six lasers are firing at me.

Surviving an Attack
After being shot about a million times, I finally find a good
hiding place so I can rack-up some points when people walk by
me. But as soon as I tag someone, someone else tags me, so I am
never able to get ahead.
By this time, Pray4Rain has tagged me a total of 13
times. Maybe I should be called Bambi instead of
Rambo. I'm starting to wonder how I'll
ever get any more points because I'm
sure I'm in the hole by at least SO
points.
Then I see my opportunity.
"There's Jennie. Here
comes some
points," I say.

TARGET IN SIGHT

Looking For Cover
My eyes dart frantically searching for some place to stand
where I won't get shot.
That corner looks good. I duck into it and take aim at a guy
standing about three feet from me.
I shoot, but only I am hit. I spin around and see my enemy
retreating from the open window at my back.
"You are so smart," I say to myself. "So much for Uma taking
it all."
Before I can finish my sentence, I'm hit again.
I make a mental note thai talking to myself is out. It makes it
too easy for people to hit me.
I'm really catching on to this game now. Basically, I need to
stop getting shot and start shooting other people. Piece of cake.
No problem.
I make my way down the ramp in front of me and am shot
again.
Man. are these people professional laser taggers? Do they train
on weekends or are they just disgruntled postal workers?
My thoughts are echoed by a fellow player who is part of a
group of workers from Toyota.
'These guys are out for blood," he said. "I work with them,
and they're shooting me."

Taking Aim
I get my first shot off. I look down at my gun, which displays the names of those you shoot and those who shoot
you, and see that I've shot someone named Pray4Rain.
I also notice that my gun says I'm placed 29th. That can't
be good.
While trying to figure out what place I'm in, I get shot
again. Is this becoming a pattern?
My gun reports that someone named Ratburt has shot me.
This is about the 10th time the guy's shot me. I've had about
enough of him.
"Thank you, Ratburt," I yell down the empty corridor.
A head pokes around the comer, and then he waves at me. I
can't believe he waved at me. I fire at him, but miss.
I finally see Traci. It's nice to see a friendly face.
"At least I know Traci won't shoot me," I say.

"/ can't believe youmshot me." Jennifer says. "We're friends."
"There are no friends in war," Traci says.
"But I'm already in last place, " Jennifer says.
"Show no mercy," Traci says as the buzzer sounds.
We can't believe it's over already. Twenty minutes goes by quickly.
We join the group to check out our score. Traci finishes an impressive 26 out of 29,
overshadowed only by Lima's dead last finish. Not bad for our first time.

PLANNING YOUR
LASER
QUEST
OWN

ADVENTURE?
• Don't wear white.
• Wear tennis
shoes.
• Stay in motion. A
rolling stone
gathers no laser
tags.
• Don't talk to yourself. Besides
looking crazy, it
makes you an
easy target.
• Stay upstairs.
You're an easy
target on the lower
level.
• Live by the Laser
Quest motto: "I will
play hard, play
smart and play to
survive."
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117 Donovan Annex or coil 622-1872.
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the preceding Monday by noon.
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will hold the
grand opening of its new
art gallery 2-5 p.m. The
gallery it in the Music
Room off the main lounge
of the Powell Building. The
opening is free and open to
everyone. Refreshments
will be served.

The Colonel's
Coffeehouse

March
OQ
"£©
^^^^^

will
feature
Widows and
Orphans,
a
Versaillesbased Christian
rock band, 9:30 p.m.-midnight at the Newman Center
at 405 University Drive.

A country western dance
will be held 8:30-11:30
p.m. in the Weaver Gym.
Admission is $3 for students and $4 for non-students. Shameless Country
will perform, and easy
dances will be taught. For
more information, call 6221887.

Amanda Smith will teach
yoga classes 6:30-8 p.m. on
Thursdays today through
May 2 in the Weaver Dance
Studio. The cost per class is
$7 for students and SI2 for
non-students. For more
information, call 622-1901.
A high school art exhibition in Giles Gallery will
run through March 29 and is
free and open to the public.
Gallery hours are 9:15 a.m.4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday when classes are in
session, and other times by
appointment. Phone 6221629 for more information.

April

Judy Collins will perform at 7 and 9:30 p.m. March 29
at the Lexington Opera House as part of the Troubadour
Concert Series. Tickets are on sale now at the Rupp
Arena box office and TicketMaster outlets. For more
information, call 255-5700.

"Are
there
universal
April
qualities
of
the good life?"
will be presented by Ron
Messerich of
the department of philosophy and religion at 7:30
p.m. in the Adams Room of
the Wallace Building.

"What's the
big deal about
smoking?"
will be at 9 p.m
in Sullivan Hall.

April

A cross cultural mixer,
sponsored by
the
Baptist
Student Union,

will be from 3-5 p.m. in
Walnut Hall of the Keen
Johnson Building.
The

Art

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Student

Upcoming
The

College

SCHOOL

CALL NOW! 269-6060

The World Game will be
held from 5-8 p.m. April 10
in McBrayer Arena. Tickets
for participation may be
purchased in the offices of
Student
Development,
Multicultural
Affairs,
International Education, the
colleges of Arts and
Humanities, Applied Arts
and Technology, Business,
Law Enforcement and the
Honors Program.
The Spring Fling and student senate elections will be
10 a.m.-4 p.m. April 16.
Student organizations can
sign up for free booth spaces
in Powell 132 or call 6221724.
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Richmond 623-3651
$28 for 30 minutes or
$33 for 00 minutes
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CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
is what Stoneworth does.
We make what YOU want with thousands
of designs and many lettering packages.
Come in today and see what we can do
for you and why everyone says we're
SEW AMAZING!

UP CLOSE AND
PBrSOttALfPG-IJ)
Sa-Sn.liS4S7SttS
Fijtai-Thn.445 7201000
Shows etert Friday March 29

HO PUSSES "WO PASSES*) SUPERSAVEBS

TAPES

Balloon Bouquets

$10 & up

buy / sell / !ra^

tim W rose mrm
recordsmith
kit MM in IT-MIS »«0K
623-5058 FtoariiuiiT

Balloons: with
candy, mugs, gift
boxes sets, bath oil,
and stuffed animals
Q
623-0453
Q
Is Second Street P

Home & Garden

SHOW
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Great ideas and products for
home improvements, landscaping,
decorating & more!
• Bishops Small Engine Repair
• Madison County Extension
Service (Lawn & Garden Rep.)
• S & W Farm
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• Tri County Windows
•
•
•
•

Total Comfort
Spa Gallery
Wallpaper for Less
White Hall Rental

Friday-Sunday
March 29-31
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1505 Lexington Rd.
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ssage Therapy

Bartenders earn an average of
$7-$15 per hr! (salary tips)
You have already inroad SLOOPs in yourself lor FUTURE

Lexington
BARTENDING

Law

will be 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. on
April 4 and 8 a.m.-noon
April 5 in the Stone Fitness
Center. Agencies representing all aspects of law
enforcement will have information booths, and several
agencies will be doing job
recruiting. The event is free.
and everyone is welcome to
attend. For more information, phone Sandra Moody
at 622-3565.

4 ^ Has winter 1996 kept your muscles busy?

Are you tirod of $5 per hr. jobs?

earrings, now invest $100's for IMMEDIATE earrings!
LEXINGTON BARTENDING SCHOOL
• short 40-hour course
• day and evening classes
• placement (82% success)

of

Enforcement Career Days

MO

-an. auopG)
*a*.tatftia7MtsH|
■nJaUflMHS
OLIVER ICOafMTflG)

M*A»L*L
FEATURING K PENNEY, OOOOV'S. CWSMAftK •
AND OVER 40 SPECIALTY SHOTS.
OPEN MON.-SAT. 10 AH - • PM; SUN. 12:30-IPS

Cash & Carry

•30 EKU BY-PASS • RtCMMOMO. KY • tOH2J-J111

Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

Lane's Hair Styling Center
in the Powell University Center
FREE Cappucino, Coffee, or Coke with
Lane's receipt at the Gulping Gourmet

Make Your Tastebuds Twice As Happy.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
•Perms
•Nails
•Balances
•Highlights
Cut & Blow dry
•Haircuts

$40
$30
$18
$30
$16
$10

Roast Beef WCheddar
Hot Ham TV" Cheese

Try our New

$4
]

axp.

i4/3/96

I

Small 10"
Pizzas

Eastern Bypass Owned & Operated by Revel Enterprises Inc.

FAST FREE DELIVERY 6234330

Chili-Mac
Western Chilli. Spaghetti &
(onions optional), topped w/a
generous portion of Cheddar
cheese that's oven baked

95

Vtordecr

Hours:
Mon.-Frl. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat- * 8un. Ctoeed
For appointment* Call:
622-6655

i
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Medium 12"
with 1 topping

25

$7
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Baked spaghetti
AUtar of Papal

75

,
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$5
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Plzza
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W/yourtavoritetopping
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$7;
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$5™ :
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with 1 topping

$8 axp.
2 Large
14" Pizzas

I

With one topping

$12sxp.
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Hot a-sub,

Garlic Bread
* Liter of Papal

;
I
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Large 14" Pizza
With3toppings

H
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steak Hoagie * '
Liter of Pepsi

;

$9^

;;

;

$495

APOLLO

PTzfA
228 S. Second St.
Sun. - Wed.
11 a.m. -1:30 a.m.
Thurs. - SaL
11 a.m. - 2:30 am.

•Hot melts limited time only!
•Try our low fat frozen yogurt
•New Cappuccino! French Vanilla 6c
Almond Amaretto

Try our HOT
8" Subs
Pizza Sub, Ham & Cheese,
Sausage & Meatball
Steak Hoagie &
BBQ Chicken
Salads
Garlic Bread
Baked Spaghetti
Liter of Soft Drinks
Frito Lay Chips
Cheddar Fries
Mozzarella Stix
Cheese Bread

3.75
4.25
2.25
2.00
5.25
1.05
75
2.00
2.00
4.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE SWE SALES TAX
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EKU picks Oscar winners
The campus votes
have been counted;
the Oscar goes to...
BY DANNA ESTRIDGE

Arts editor
The glitz and glitter of the 68th
annual Academy Awards have
come and gone.
The winners have been
announced and the losers have
staunchly declared what an honor it
was simply to have been nominated.
'I"he Eastern Progress asked you,
the students and faculty of Eastern,
to vote for your choice to win the
Oscar in the six most important categories.
We only chose two of the six
picked by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences: Best
Director and Best Actress.
We think all our "winners"
deserve special credit, however, so
Progress staff artist Victor Cuellar
has immortalized them for future
generations in the drawings at right.
The remaining "real" winners
were: Best Picture — "Braveheart";
Best Actor — Nicholas Cage; Best
Supporting Actor — Kevin Spacey
and Best Supporting Actress —
Mira Sorvino.

Progress/MARIE MOFFITT
"The Praying Mantis,'' by Keith Owa, a senior art design
major from Wilmore, Ky., will be on display in the gallery.

j Student gallery
opens Tuesday
organization which can help students in their future careers,
Knecht said.
"None of us have any experiA student-run art gallery will
open on campus April 2 in the ence," Knecht safd. "We're not
Powell Building.
depending on the faculty to do
The gallery will be sponsored this. The faculty really aren't
by the Art Student Association helping at all."
(ASA), and will be located in the
One faculty member, Don
Music Room off Powell's main Dewey, who acts as sponsor for
the ASA. said that concept fits
lounge.
"We were looking for a space his philosophy.
"I haven't really been that
that would be accessible to the
whole university, and nothing active as a sponsor," Dewey
else is being done with it (the said. "I've let the students come
Music Room)," said Cheryl up with the ideas. I think a sponsor should be low-key."
Knecht, president of the ASA.
Knei.-In said she received
Dewey said the students saw a
approval to use the Music Room need for a student art gallery and
from
Hayward
"Skip" are trying to fill that need.
"I think students have always
Daugherty, dean of student
affairs, who has been ^_^_ ^^^^ felt Giles, the official
very supportive of the If you
university gallery, is a
project.
teaching gallery, and
it's set up for that,"
make? h' as 'professionDewey said, adding
al Ms:, possible,"
that Giles serves not
only the students and
Knecht said. -We're
Gallery
faculty, but the comgoing to have a grand
Opening
munity, as well.
opening on April 2.
We're sending out When:
"The students feel
gallery cards, we've 2-5 p.m. April 2
the need for a gallery
ordered 10 gallons of Exhibit runs
that is more available
to them and to show
punch, 10 dozen cook- through May 4
ies and a cake. We Where:
their work all year,"
figure a lot of people Powell Building
Dewey said.
will come to eat if not
Knecht said that was
Music Room
another reason the
to see the art."
Free Admission
Knecht said the art
ASA wanted to estabwill run the spectrum
lish a student art
from freshman to senior work, gallery.
"Every other school that I've
all by current Eastern students.
"We didn't pick just the best ever been to has a student art
work, the senior work," Knecht gallery," Knecht said. "When I
said. "It's a cross-section of came here it really surprised me
everyone's work, because every- that we have to hang our work in
one is a student."
the hallway to get anybody to see
She said the ASA has collect- it, and only (he art students sec
ed a wide variety of art in many it."
different media, including
Knecht said the ASA hopes
ceramics, paintings, sculpture, the gallery will expose the stugraphic design and ornamental dents' work to more people.
She said having a piece of art
furniture.
Knecht, a sophomore art in a campus gallery will also
major, said the ASA began plan- help give less experienced stuning for an art gallery exclusive- dents more confidence in their
ly for university students last work.
semester.
"We just really want people to
The 15-member ASA is try- support us," Knecht said. "Not
ing to make a change from a monetarily. We just want them to
social club to a more academic come in and see what we do."
BY DANNA ESTRIDGE

Arts editor

"Apollo 13" was
Eastern's choice
for Best Picture.

?t1
Mel Gibson was
Eastern's choice
for Best Director.

Kathleen Quinlan
Brad Pitt was
was Eastern's
choice for Best
Eastern's choice for
Supporting Actress.
Best Supporting Actor.
Progress iNustrationsA/ICTOR CUELLAR

Susan Sarandon was
Eastern's choice for
Best Actress.

'Diabolique' lacks suspense of original film
BY ROGER RIDDELL

Contributing film critic
In a Hollywood where theatrical
trailers are often far better than the
finished film, "Diabolique" proves
true to style with trite, predictable
cliches- and an uaimaginativ* and
uninspired script.
The film revolves around a
bizarre love
triangle
between
' Nicole Homer
(Sharon
Stone), a sexy,
(Out of four)
sharp-tongued
femme fatale """""""-^^^^—
who teaches at
a boarding school for boys outside
Pittsburgh. Guy Baran (Chazz
Palminteri). the headmaster and coowner of the school and Mia Baran
(Isabelle Adjani). another teacher at
the school and the submissive, meek
wife of the misogynistic Guy.
Homer is Guy's mistress, much
to the indifference of Mia and the
rest of the faculty and student body.
However, Mia and Horner are
engaged in their own love affair and
are planning to kill Guy so Mia can
inherit his share of the school and
the two can gel on with their lives
and relationship.
At a secret rendezvous, Guy's
murder is carried out with cold, calculating precision by Homer, with
Mia as a timid cohort.
They drug Guy and drown him in
a scene which turns out to be one of
the most harrowing moments in the
entire film.
For some inexplicable reason.

GO

Rating

Photo courtesy of Warner Brothers/JIM BRIDGES
Sharon Stone (left) and Isabelle Adjani star in "Diabolique," a
remake of the classic 1955 French suspense thriller.
the two women dump the corpse
into the murky, untreated school
swimming pool which is within
view of the dormitories.
Homer's logic is that the body
will float to the surface and an
autopsy will prove Guy's drunkenness. The conclusion would be that
he simply took a bad fall.
But the body never surfaces,
much to the women's anxiety.
Another complication is added
when Mia aids private investigator
Shirley Vogel (Kathy Bates) in
hopes of making herself look innocent. Despite her attempt, the opposite happens when she volunteers
too much information and fails to

"Get your body piercing done by the cutting edge of technology"
at
Tattoos Down Under & Body Piercing

portray herself as a bereaved, yet
calm, widow.
Soon bits and pieces of evidence
begin to turn up and lead the women
to believe that Guy may be alive.
Mia and Horner now not only
have to deal with Vogel's constant
snooping, but also mysterious
strangers in the shadows, surprise
photos of Guy in the mail and menacing recordings of the night of the
murder on the answering machine.
Is Guy alive or is someone
manipulating the two women for
another purpose? At this point, I
already knew.
To tell you how this rambling,
disjointed film ends would probably

•SUBUUPY

On the corner of Second & Water St.
i

i

March Madness
SPECIRL !

We're so happy
to see you back.

WE DELIVER
624-9241

be doing you a favor, but it would
also be too easy. Go see it when
you're desperate for a movie, and
you'll probably figure it out.
It has been said that nothing original is coming out of Hollywood
these days, and I'm beginning to
believe it.
Stone is a consummate actress
and one of the few saving graces in
this remake of the 1955 French
movie.
With the exception of Stone's
character, "Diabolique" fails to
twist and turn as the wonderfullyproduced trailer leads one to
believe. Stone has some clever lines
and delivers them well, as she docs
whenever she plays the femme
fatale.
The characters in this film,
including Stone's, are all static and
one-dimensional. There is never any
development or change of any kind.
As I watched "Diabolique" I kept
asking myself why the Him makers
were executing scenes the way they
were and why were these two
women saying and doing things that
made no sense at all as they tried to
commit the perfect murder and
make away with love and money.
This film was a let-down. I wanted so much to like this movie, but
came away feeling cheated.
It wasn't completely horrible,
simply disappointing on nearly
every level, save Stone's cold,
clever performance and the dark
atmosphere enhanced by the production design and cinematography
"Diabolique" could have been a
much better film with a bit more
directorial precision and a more
intelligent, believable script.

^Vater Street Antiques & Collectibles
Located in downtown Richmond
* Open 7 days a week*
129 Hirst St. - 625-152-4

116 N. Third St.

U

Richard Dreyfuss was
Eastern's choice tor
Best Actor.

Come In And Ask About Our Special

PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP!!
Reebok Step Aerobics
Hi/Lo Aerobics
Indoor Track
UfeSteps • Volleyball
Life Cycles •Treadmills
Circuit Training • Sauna
Free Personal Trainers
Free Child Care

Basketball

$

19

96

per
month!

624-0100
350 Radio Park Dr.

Offer
Absolutely
Ends
Friday
March 29th! -

(off Eastern By-Pass - Behind UBS)
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Journalism alumnus receives Emmy <H$39 Perm Sale
political science major and accidently fell into journalism.
"One night a friend wanted me
to go over to the radio station with
him," Crump said. "I didn't want to
go, but I did. When I got there I
started looking at tapes and watching what my friend was doing. And
I thought, this is OK.
"I knew I would have to change
my major to something I could
earn a living at, unless I went on to
law school, and I didn't want that.
So, I went into communications,"
he said.
While at Eastern, he interned at
WKYT-TV in Lexington, reporting
news stories such as one that dealt
with problems with potholes on
Main Street in Richmond.
He also worked for WHAS-TV
in Louisville before moving to
Savannah, Ga.
Crump worked in the South for
a few years, then went north to
Michigan.
"1 didn't like Michigan at all,"
Crump said. "I went back to the
South. There seemed to be more
opportunity there. The South was
where everything was happening."
He worked in Atlanta and
brlando before going to WBTV in
Charlotte, N.C., where he has been
for the past seven years.
"I had been in Charlotte a while
when a group of business men,
banks and churches from North
Carolina made a trip to South
Africa," he said. "When the governor went to South Africa, I got the
idea to do a documentary."
Even though Crump knew that

Journalist Steve
Crump is recognized
for documentary
BY PANETTA BARKER

Staff writer
Names such as Alex Rivera,
Cecil Williams, Count Jackson and
James Peeler may not mean anything to most of us. These were
men who viewed the civil rights
movement through the eyes of
their cameras.
They not
only
documented
the
movement in
Name:
America, they
Steve Crump
passed their
Graduated:
ambition and
1980
talent to the
Major:
next generaMass
tion.
communications
They passed
Occupation:
it
to those like
General
Steve Crump,
assignment
an
Emmyreporter/freewinning jourlance film pronalist
who
ducer
graduated
Hometown:
from Eastern.
Louisville
i^_____
Inspired by
the photographers of the 1950s and 1960s.
Crump has carried on their campaign by using today's most popular media forum — video.
"Exposures of a Movement"
celebrates the work of black pho-

Photo Submitted

Crump received an Emmy for
his film about South Africa,
entitled "After Apartide." He
made the film while working
for a station in Charlotte, S.C.,
and was able to interview Rev.
Desmund Tutu in Capetown
for the documentary.
tographcrs who put images of
racism on the pages of newspapers
across the country and made the
nation aware of injustices that
blacks had suffered for decades.
The documentary is one of three
that Crump has produced in the last
20 months. Another, "After
Apartheid" won Crump an Emmy
this year.
Crump graduated from Eastern
in 1980 with a degree in mass communications. He started school as a

CIREAT TArSJIMIIMC;
RICHMOND'S ONLY WOLFF SYSTEM "FIRS! ( I ASS

I \\\l\(. SAI ON

it was dangerous to walk into
South Africa with a video camera
and start filming, he put fears aside
and went anyway.
"You have to be willing to go
that extra mile. Do whatever it
takes to get the best story you can
get. There are times you have to
put personal safety aside," Crump
said. "I knew South Africa might
not be a safe place, but I wanted to
go. I wanted to make that documentary."
That documentary won Crump
an Emmy.
"I interviewed Desmond Tutu in
St.
George's
Cathedral
in
Capetown, South Africa. It was
very humbling to meet the Rev.
Tutu," Crump said. "I have also
interviewed Bill Clinton and
Nelson Mandella's daughter."
Crump feels that his time at
Eastern prepared him very well for
the kind of reporting he has been
doing in his career.
"Eastern gave me a very handson education," he said. "I learned
fundamental appreciation of the
basics."
Crump is already making plans
for more films and interviews. He
believes there is a lot more work to
do about people contributed to the
civil rights movement all over the
world. He is also looking ahead to
changes for his career.
"My goals have changed over
the years. I have always wanted to
go back to Louisville. And you
always dream of working for a
major network. I would like to do
freelancing for BTV," he said.

Exp. 3/31/96
Richmond Mall 624-0066

It's Like Majoring
In Steak With A
Minor In Cheese.

The Subway Steak & Cheese Sub.

^SUBUUflV*
623-3458 • Call ahead for pickup
539 Leighway Drive, Eastern Bypass Opposite Denny"s
Mon.-Fri. 10a.m.-11p.m.; Sat. and Sun.10:30a.m.-11p.m.

I In Resl Beds • New Bulbs • I he I owesl l'i ices
ft

inum l'lu-1

Tanning packages for EKU students
First Visit $2
Single visit $2.50 with ID
10 visits $20
15 visits $26.25

f
My\

Pink Flamingo

W*

fl

CHEERLEADER/COLONEL

l.aundrt & funning < u. • 620 Dig Mill \\e. • <>: < iur<,
7:311 a.m. t«> in p.m. Mon-Sut, in a.m, to Hi p.m. Sun

Hardcover Best Sellers
NONFICTION

FICTION
1. PRIMARY COLORS, by Anonymous The progress of a
certain southern governor and his wile on their way to the White]
House
2. ABSOLUTE POWER, by David Baldacd Political intrigue,
sex. and murder in Washington's high circles.
3. THE CELESTINE PROPHECY, by James Redfield An
ancient manuscript, found in Peru, provides insights into
achieving a fulfilling lite.
4. THE HORSE WHISPER, by Nicholas Evans A troubled
woman seeks solace tor herself, her daughter and their horse
from a wrangler.
5. THAT CAMDEN SUMMER by LaVyrle Spencer In 1916, a
divorced woman, returning to her Maine hometown with her
three daughters, finds scorn, harassment and romance.
6. AND THIS TOO SHALL PASS, by E Lynn Harris A Chicago
lawyer defends a star football player falsely accused of sexual
assault
7. IN THE PRESENCE OF THE ENEMY, by Elizabeth George
Two British celebnbes contend with the kidnappers of their
secret love child
8. McNALLYS PUZZLE, by Lawrence Sanders The private
eye Archy McNally probes the murder of a wealthy widower on
Florida's Gold Coast

1. BLOOD SPORT, by James B Stewart A journalist reviews
the Whitewater case and the roles of President and Mrs
Clinton.
2. RUSH UMBAUGH IS A BIG FAT IDIOT, by Al Franken. A
Television comedian's comments on the current political scene,
3. UNDAUNTED COURAGE, by Stephen E Ambrose. The
story of how Thomas Jefferson sponsored Lewis and Clark's
exploration.
4.100 YEARS, 100 STORIES, by George Burns A show
business legend remembers.
5. HOW COULD YOU DO THAT?! by Laura Schlossmger A
condemnation of self-indulgent morality, and ways to overcome

THURSDAY. MARCH 28
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Begley Gymnasium Room

6. IT TAKES A VILLAGE, by Hillary Rodham Clinton. The first
Lady's quest for ways to create a better society for children.
7. YOU'LL NEVER MAKE LOVE IN THIS TOWN AGAIN,
by Robin. Liza, and Tiffany Hollywood prostitutes reminisce
8. EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE, by Daniel Goleman actors
other than I Q that contribute to a successful and happy hie.

FRIDAY. MARCH 29
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Begley Gymnaslur Room

BOOK CENTER

"We Have Seen The Future. And It Works'."
E B>-Pass-Richmond k Y-l'iiKiKiJM-'OOO 01 (8001640-5011
Fax»i606)624-83II>I'.-MMI. rx.s\sicm (iiiucrsetv com

Sales
Service
Support

Call PC Systems for your networking solutions.

"^"n Multimedia COOJP"*'

MONDAY. APRIL 1
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Begley Gymnasium Room
TUESDAY. APRIL 2
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Begley Gymnasium Room
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 3
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Begley Gymnasium Room
■

THURSDAY. APRIL 4
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Begley Gymnasium Room

While
SupplK

$1,449.:
Pentium 75 MHz
l»«»Lm»lw».«,

fcaatltwlc latiwart Deakr
WordMm. rfcoNak. lam. lorUae. Srauam
aHiniaa mini i

OVELL
'fl

"

ALL MEN AND WOMEN INTERESTED ARE ENCOURAGED TO TRY OUT.

8MB RAM Exp. to 128MB
IGB Hard Drive
PCI 1MB SVGA Video
14.4 Voice/Fax/Modem
Windows 95
Now Authorized Dealer for The Stick
Award Winning Call Processor
Authorized

•

•F .

Monilnr Optional

mo iia T«a f raa Tacfingai Sxipon
On* bmi Day Rwo or loanarFraa«•■■■■■ T on Hardware Upgrade i •

.•■

Little Professor

PC Systems

461

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 27
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Begley Gymnasium Room

ft.

Richmond Mall • 623-0522
hounded in IVXi

EKU Colonel Mascot and Cheerleaders will be selected for the
1995-1996 EKU squads (men's football and basketball; women's
basketball). The deadline for applications is Thursday, March 28
at 4:00 p.m. All full-time students in good standing are eligible to
tryout. Clinics are scheduled as follows:

AMKUM CWMIJBI
Vakje 4, M CD-ROM Sound
BUNK IS SmoSpMUn
WGrokari Encyclopedia
My F eat IncnOabK Amaong
Dictionary Cybenelftetion
Norway and more One Year
Lid Warranty on CD-ROM Kit

m

AS artaii ere eebjeel la
beany aa
M« rebate.

Dealer

S32... SE*

J

TRYOLiTs

MONDAY • APRIL 8
BEGLEY BUILDING

• 6:00 PM

APPLICATIONS MAY BE PICKED UP IN THE
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE. 128 POWELL BLDG
CALL 622-3855 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

■■

:
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Safety comes first for ASSE

SULLIVAN SWAP
i

•
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Janna Gillaspie, editor

BY I ANNA GILLASPIE

Activities editor
The American Society of Safety
Engineers isn't just for fire and
safety technology majors.
President Mike Chisholm said he
would like to see students from
other programs get involved in the
organization. Programs like nursing,
environment health and construe
tion could all benefit from the organization, he said.
"Safety is a primary concern in
all those fields," Chisholm said.
The student organization, parented by the professional Bluegrass
Chapter, hosts several speakers to
inform students of the changes in
work conditions and new safety regulations. Several recent graduates of
the program will come to speak
about their jobs, said Earl Blair,
advisor to the organization.
Shane Doan, safety director at
Tokico Manufacturing in Berea, will
speak about the safety director's role
in industry at 4:30 p.m. April 11 in
the Ashland Oil Inc. Fire and Safety
Laboratory on Kit Carson Drive.

Progress/MARIE MOFFITT
Amy Phelps, a freshman from Greenwood, Ind., and Heather Whyts, a sophomore from
Lexington, swap items at the Sullivam Swap.
V

Lil' Sibs comin' to town
w

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Progress/File photo
This Lil' Sib, Sierra Brooks, tie-dyed a T-shirt at a past
Residence Hall Association Lil' Sibs Weekend. Lil' Sibs
Weekend will be April 12 and 13.

Hit the sand, get ready for some
Beach Blanket Games and keep an
eye on the little sib.
The Residence Hall Association
continues its spring activities by
sponsoring the games tonight from
7-11 p.m.
Keen Johnson Ballroom will be
transformed into a beach paradise
of fun and games including bingo,
bean bag toss and Twister.
- - The cost is a dollar, and door
prizes will be given away.
A second activity, Lil' Sibs
Weekend, will have kids infesting
campus April 12 and 13.
Students' siblings age 12 and
under will be spending the weekend
with their big sibs.
The deadline for registering your
little sib is April I. Forms can be
picked up and turned in to the
Residential Education Development
office in Beckham I00, or phone
622-2077 for more information.
The cost is $3 per child.
Registration is from 4-6 p.m.
Friday, April 12, outside of the
Powell Building, where children
will receive their name tags.
There will be a magic show, a
carnival, cookout. an ice cream
social and the Gross Olympics.
Sibs of the opposite sex over 7
will need to stay with someone of
the same sex.

Student Employee Appreciation Week, sponsored by the student employee office, will be April
7-14 to correspond with National Student
Employee Week.
Each nominee will be recognized and the campus winner will be announced at the Student
Employee of the Year Reception at 3:30 p.m. April
8 in Walnut Hall in the Keen Johnson Building.
These students workers were nominated for
their reliability, quality of work, initiative, professionalism and contribution to their work by departments campus wide:

Trade Ballou
Institutional research
Michelle Braun
Graduate studies and research
Sherrle Bullock
College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences
Tina Clerk
Book processing, Crabbe Library
Timothy Edwards
Law enforcement library
Aehlle Griggs
President's office
Christie Howlett
Student support services
Lore Jones
Graduate studies and research

T>y our^NEJj£^ Shrimp Dinners
Shrimp Cocktail

$1.99

Shrimp Combo Dinner

$4.99

Bite Size Shrimp Dinner

$3.99

6 oz. Ue size shrimp, fries, slaw, ind 2 pups

Steamed Shrimp Platter

{h'l A A JM
wOe^y *"•<**

IweccAbre-flffftJ fife 3 sjyinTfclj^ed ajbJrenchlrigLcojeiliwjnd hushftgig.
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CHICKEN & FRIES
Chicken, fries, hush
puppies A sweet A

$2.25:

• ►

Fish, fries,
hush puppies.

U

292 S. Second St.
.Call for business hours/>^jjl
#
624-9315
^
^/

rs >

i>em iKJjtfm's •e\rwL,
• »

Cooperative education

:

I

i.i '.-i- ()nl\ '
jupon

7: HI a.m. i<> I" p.m. Mon-Sal
Hi .1 in in Hi i in 'MIII

Sera-Tec S>\o\oq\ca\e $
Limited Partnership

$4.99

24(peelAes)shrin^onleuuawiuisUw,cockuulj«>ceind2pKtscr»ckers

FISH & PRIES

Physical Plant
Llee Weet

620 Big Hill Vvc. • 623-0076

New donors make $20 first donation.
Plus $20 initial donation in same
Mon. - Fri. week. Make $40 your first week.

4 Butterfly Shrimp, 3 oz. bite size shrimp, slaw, fries, and 2 pups

$2.25:

Book processing, Crabbe Library
Kylene Jo Klngery
Graduate studies and research
Julie Koontz
Parking office, Brewer Building
Lorl Melton
College of Business, Microcomputer
Lab
Chris Mockbee
College of Applied Arts and
Technology
Darin Pertlck
catalog section, Crabbe Library
Klmberly Retllff
Curriculum and instruction
Angele Richards
Book processing, Crabbe Library
Tonle Smith
Catalog section, Crabbe Library
Temmle Strange

Laundn & Tanning ( <>.

NOW MAKE UP TO $150 PER MONTH

10 shrimp (ped A at) on lettuce with cockuil sauce ind encken

, Bile size shrimp,
i fries, hush puppies.
1
A cocktail sauce

College of Business
Courtney Klmmel
College of Business
Jeanlne King

Pink Flamingo

New payment for plasma donors.
$15 for first donation
$20 for second donation
in the same Mon. - Fri. week.

SHRpfP.JUBILEE

1

Julie Keeling
Book processing, Crabbe Library
David Keifer

New Plan
on the rise.

SEAFOOD

SHRIMP & FRIES

Engineers meets on the third
Thursday of the month at 4:30 p.m.
in the Ashland Oil Inc. Building.
Anyone interested in joining the
organization can contact Blair at
622-1052.

I

Check //"> "/// every Thursday to keep up with campus ,

Bite Size Shrimp Dinner OR
Captain's Seafood Dinner

While his organization has not
been as active as it has wanted to be,
it is working toward becoming more
campus minded, Chisholm said.
The campus chapter of the
American Society of Safety

Student workers honored for contributions

We are your link to Eastern's campus
>♦

Progreas/JANNA GILLASPIE
Mike Chisholm and Dan Johnson test the environment with an
oxygen and combustable gas meter.

Student
Leaders
•demonstrated leadership capabilities
•good communication skills
•genuine interest and spirit for EKU

Application Daadlina
~ Monday. UpHI II ~
Applications for Student Orientation
Leader positions are available in the

Of flea of Studartt Davalopmant

FISH & CHICKEN

J1 pc. fish. 2 pea.
<fc "7 'J C ,chicken. fries.
&A.AJ ,hush puppies

For further information, conatct
Troy LaPoroaatl
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IN THE WIN COLUMN

I MAI ) I I N i s

Eastern basebal coach
Jin Ward is eight wins
! away from his 800th
career coaching victory.

Brian Simms, editor

THE EASTERN PROGRESS

March Associate AD to retire after 25 years
Madness
eludes
Eastern
BY BRIAN SIMMS

Sports editor

After giving 25 yean of her life
to Eastern athletics, the past five as
Associate Director of Athletics for
Internal Affairs, Martha Mullins has
decided to retire.
Mullins, whose last day will be
June 30, made her decision because
she is looking for other possibilities.
"I'm at the stage of my life where
I want to do something else,"

Mullins said. "I
want to enjoy
life."
Athletic
Director Robert
Baugh said he
has begun the
department's
Mullins
search for- a
-to do
replacement and
thing
has
already
received several applications.
Baugh also said a successor will
hopefully be named shortly after the

March Madness is slowly coming to a close.
Three games stand between me
and wading through a summer of
America's first pastime, until the
bouncing ball is heard echoing
around the hardwood once again.
Both of Eastern's basketball
learns sent me into isolation nearly
a month ago after they bowed out
of the Ohio Valley Conference tourney.
As an
upcoming
senior, I would
like to see
both teams
prosper, dare I
say it, conquer
the OVCs and
make it to the
big dance next
Chad Queen
year.
ON THE SOELME
To simply be
apart of the
festivities as an Eastern supporter
would be a rush for me.
It has been 16 years since
Colonel fans have drunk from the
NCAA cup.
The Lady Colonels came close
to realizing their first tournament
berth in school history last season,
as regular season OVC co-champions.
This year eventual champions
Austin Peay put a halt to their postseason dreams in the conference
tourney.
Peay took both crowns and
earned the conference's right to go
to the NCAA.
But is simply making it to the
field of 64 enough? The Bluegrass
state produced many fine teams this
year. The prospects from Division I
are pretty high profile with
Louisville making the Sweet
Sixteen and Kentucky destined for
the Final Four.
Beyond the NCAA's elite, this
slate produced two national champion runners-up and one national
champion.
Georgetown College claimed
second place in NAIA. while
Northern Kentucky University fell
to Fort Hays State in the championship of Division II.
Jason Combs tags a Western runner In an attempted pick-oft play
Sullivan College in Louisville
claimed the Junior College
Championship.
Where is Eastern among ihcsc
state hallmarks?
Junior Carlos Bess transferred
Morehead State University.
from Sullivan College and made an
The Colonels recently returned
impact at Eastern, but it wasn't
from a week-long Spring Break road
enough this year to end the 16 year
trip that took them out west But the
drought.
trip wasn't a fun vacation, the team
Our neighboring school to the
lost all 12 of its outings.
north may very well add a national
BY CHAD QUEEN
"The first day was rough with too
championship io the commonmany
errors,"
coach
Jane
Assistant
sports
editor
wealth's successes.
Worthington said. "After that, it got
Fans wen; waiting in mass hysDuring Spring Break, Eastern's better."
teria to greet that team at the airport
The team started the week off
softball losses mounted to a school
and wish them luck on their next
against Iowa State and dropped a 3record 19 games in a row.
stop.
In their slide, the Colonels were 2 decision, committing only one
Can the Colonels drum up this
defeated
by nearly three-and-a-half error.
type of support and enthusiasm to
The Colonels came back later
runs per loss.
carry them into the elusive next
that day against the University of
They came
level?
California at Santa Barbara losing 7Easternout of their
How to get there seems to be a
1, behind five errors compared to
slump this past
Austin Peay
well-kept secret, something that
Santa Barbara's two.
weekend, openisn't talked about.
In the Santa Barbara game.
ing up conferWhen: 1 p.m.
The NCAA and local college
Colonel pitchers Karen Scott and
ence play with
Saturday
learns go hand in hand with the
Lone Homer had 10 hits against
two victories at
likes of Louisville and Kentucky,
them with no earned runs, but lost
Tennessee
Eastembut Eastern usually isn't mentioned
7-1.
Slate.
MMdteTenn.
in ihe same semence or breath with
Homer has the team's lowest
After
the
that competition.
earned run average at 1.26 and also
break, they are
When: 1 p.m.
Around campus people are more
claims the most innings pitched
Sunday
4-19 overall. 2•buzz about other college teams
with 55.2. Her two wins put her
0 in the conferthan their own Colonels.
and Jamie Parker in each other's
ence.
Where: Hood
Part of this attitude can probably
company for the most victories.
The upcomField
be traced to the success rales of our
ing competition
For the trip, Eastern miscued 30
neighbors as compared to our own
times compared with 12 errors
is two Ohio
dear school.
Valley Conference double-headers at charged to their opponents. Its highDenny Crum's Cardinals celehome.
est number came in the Santa
brated their 20th season of 20-plus
At 1 p.m. Saturday, the team Barbara game, and the team's lowest
wins, and Pitino's Cats have won
faces off against Austin Peay State.
over 30 games this season.
total was one. which happened in
At the same time Sunday, the five out of its 12 games.
Eastern hasn't posted those
Colonels come back to square oft*
kinds of numbers since the 1978-79
During the season. Eastern misagainst the Blue Raiders from cues have outnumbered the opposiseason, winning 21 of its 29 games.
Middle Tennessee State.
Before that, you have to look to
tion 51-26.
Outfielder Nicky Gaideski said
the 1940a to find years with 20-plus
The Colonels wound up their trip
the upcoming Colonel's homestand to California dropping a doublewins. Dating back to the '46-47 seawill be very competitive, thanks to header lo Loyola MarymouM.
son to be exact, when the Colonels
their recent travels.
posted a 21-4 mark.
Before landing back in Richmond,
"This weekend we're gonna play the team opened conference play
Next season is a new beginning.
tough," she said. "California really March 24 at Tennessee State.
A start that may get fans mentionhelped us to be better prepared."
ing the Colonels in the same comAgainst State. Eastern was victoEastern begins a two-week road rious 7-0 and 4-0.
pany as the Wildcats and Cardinals.
It could happen.
swing Wednesday April 3 against
Parker sad Homer pitched two

due date of the applications (April
IS) by a seven member screening
committee.
"We would hope to start our
process of screening at that time, but
I don't know when we would be
done," Baugh said. "I just want to
hire the most qualified person."
Mullins came io Eastern in 1969
to become an assistant professor of
physical education and women's
tennis coach, a position she held
until the 1983-1984 season.
The graduate of the University of

Alabama served 15 years as assistant
AD before being named associate
director in 1991.
Her main duties as associate
director included handling the budget of Eastern athletic teams and
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association compliance.
Over the years, Mullins has
received numerous awards for her
work in gender equity, most recently
a 1992 selection as the district winner of the Administrator of the Year
Award given by the National

Association of Collegiate Women
Athletic Administrators.
"She provided continuity, and
she's provided a balance to the program for gender perspective," Baugh
said. "She meant a lot to our program."
Mullins said she will miss the
association with the people at
Eastern most of all, but added that
her retirement is another part of her
life.
"I think of it as just another turning page." Mullins said.

April traditionally
showers out W's
BY BRIAN SIMMS

Sports editor

Progress/BRIAN SIMMS
In the Colonels' 0-5 win Tuesday.

For many people around the
Bluegrass, when April rolls around
with it's warmer temperatures, green
grass and bright
sunshine, a big
Easterngrin runs across
their face.
Murray State
For Eastern
baseball coach
Whan: 1 p.m.
Jim Ward that
Saturday
1 p.m.
grin runs deeper, because he
Sunday
knows that as
the
Easter
Where:
Bunny comes
Turkey
closer to hidHughes Field
ing his eggs.
his team comes
closer to its fullest potential.
Traditionally, we've been an
April team. I don't know why that is,
but we're showing signs of coming
around," Ward said.
The Colonels are 8-14,2-4 in the
Ohio Valley Conference and have
endured two three-game skids and a
four-game slide daring their, peeApril schedule. But with its month
of choice arriving. Eastern is looking forward to a turnaround.
"It's ail a matter of time," senior
infieldcr Matt Hourigan said.
"Sooner or later you'll start to play
better and (April) seems to be the
time we do it"
The Colonels will get plenty of
times to do it in their month. A total
of 23 of Eastern's 54 scheduled
games will be played in April, the
most of any month.
But the Colonels will have three
more games before they can test the

waters of the month mat is known
for its showers.
i
A three-game series is on die
table this weekend for the Colonels
against Murray State, the only OVC
squad yet to win a conference game
(0-5,5-15 overall).
The series begins Saturday with a
doubleheader scheduled to begin at
1 p.m. The final game is slated foe 1
p.m. Sunday.
Road contests with Marshall on
Tuesday
and
Louisville kin
Wednesday will follow the weekend
action.
,
"We can beat good teams, we'we
just got to be consistent," Ward
said. "I think times will come
around."
•
Over Spring Break, Eastern compiled a record of 4-6 and beat some
quality teams.
•
The Colonels claimed wins over
Middle
Tennessee,
AlabamaHuntsville, Alabama and Tennessee
Tech.
The victory over Alabama,
ranked 21st in the nation, was one
that Eastern needed. Ward said.
Another: needed win catne mis
past Tuesday, a 6-5 victory over rival
Western Kentucky.
«
Both squads traded runs every
inning except in the sixth, where the
Colonels scored the decisive tally.
"It was a nip and tuck battle,"
Ward said. "I'm glad we were ahead
at the end."
And if the past rings true, April
will turn out to be the month of the

Colonels, and Ward will be much
more glad.
Results of the Colonels game
with Miami yesterday were not
available at deadline.

Colonels end school record 19-game losing slide
Softball squad
brings two-game
winning streak home

I think we're gonna
come back and
whip everybody in
our conference.

NICKY GAIDESKI,

softball player
complete games, respectively, of
shutout ball for the Colonels.
Gaideski led Eastern at the plate
connecting on three out of four plate
appearances in the first game and
also collected one hit in two at-bats
for the second.
For the season, third baseman and
pitcher Parker leads the team in batting average, number of hits, as well
as at bats.
To date, she has gone to the plate
63 times collecting 28 hits. Her batting average is .444.
She also leads the team in on base
percentage, getting on over half the
time she comes lo the plate
Worthington said her team is
lacking motivation.
"I'd like to see them get a little
more fight," she said. "Hustling'
everywhere with the expression
where you want the ball hit to
you."
Wan the conference season well
under way, Gaideski said Eastern
has the ability to take it all.
1 think we're gonna come back
and whip everybody in our conference," she said.
Results of the Colonels doubleheader with Tennessee were not
available at deadline.

Progrsss/MARIE
works on her pitching during a Colonel i
host Austin Peay and Middle Tenn. thla wa
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Former track star still looking for gold
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After an eight-year hiatus, Jackie Humphrey
hopes to run in her second Olympics in Atlanta

**S^
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aports editor
Eastern alumna and Olympian
Jackie Haaanart) it already in a
clan ail her own — she is the
school's only graduate to have competed in the Olympics. This summer
she hopes to add a second games to
"I think back in 88 it was a learn
ing experience, being my first
Olympics," Humphrey said, Trent
that experience. I can move into finishing my dream, and that is not only
10 make the team, bat also to get a
Her return to Olympic status hat
been eight years in coming.
Humphrey's performance at the
Olympic Trials Jane 14-17 in
Atlanta will determine if she mskes
the '96 USA Olympic track team.
1 really fed positive about it,"
she said. The hurdles ate wide
open. The best can fall down and
anybody can take it"
Humphrey's career at Eastern
began with a recruiting visit in
which she said she proclaimed her
world-class intentions.
Ta 14, I told coach Moore I
wanted to make the Olympic team,"
she said.
Moore, Eastern's hurdler's
coach, said disbelief crossed his
mind when he beard of the then high
school senior's goal.
1 thought to myself. 'You're
crazy." Moore said. It was a farfetched idea that she had. She
proved me wrong, and I now don't
doubt anyone who wants to make
the Olympics."
To this day, Humphrey still holds
six Eastern track records, including
a world record.
In indoor track, she claims the
best in the 55- and 60-meter hurdles,
the 200-meter roa and the long
jamp.
The world record is hers via a
team effort in the hurdle relay.
Her outdoor accolade is a 12.83
ia the 100-meter hardies, which

Sporttwrkor
As Mother Nature continues to
Joke with the weather, the women's
golf team continues to persevere.
So far, the team hat braved galeforce winds, freezing temperatures
and rain in its pursuit to become
more competitive. Bat the road has
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Progress Mustration/TIM MOLLETTE
Jackie Humpftray wIM run In the Olympic Trials June 14-17 in Atlanta In cmtor to soa H she will
make thla year's Olympic squad. Humphary holds alx Eastern track record and one world record.
gave her the hurdles title at the 1988
Olympic Trials. At the time, it was
an Olympic Trials record and was
the sixth fastest time ever run by an
American.
Humphrey's performance at the
meet qualified her for a place on the

USA Olympic track team competing
that year in Seoul, South Korea.
"She was an ungodly worker who
wanted to do more," Moore said.
"I'd have to run her off the hack
after practice."
Humphrey's medal aspirations

T THAT

KBREAKTAN
10 visits only

ended in the semi-finals as she
placed seventh in her heat in the
100-meter hurdles.
"It was a Cinderella story,"
Moore said. "No one expected her to
make the team, yet alone be the top
US hurdler."

Eastern golfers ruled by Mother Nature
BY MATT HACKATHOKN

/\|| CpfxW

been rough and soggy.
The Lady Colonels traveled to
Williamsburg, Va., to play in the
William and Mary Invitational. More
recently, they competed in the Saluki
Invitational in Carboodale, III.
The team finished seventh out of
a field of 13 ia the William and Mary
tourney and tenth out of a field of 14
last weekend in Carboodale.

"In the last two tournaments, we've
hit the ball bener," she said. "Our score
is not as good as it should be because
we made some mental errors.
Senior Beverly Brockman finished
sixth overall at the William and Mary
tourney, with rounds of 79 and 83.
Brockman turned around last
weekend and finished tied for 15th at
the Saluki Invitational with com-

$19.96

bined scores of 81 sad 86.
Eastern's next competition comes
April 6-7 in its home tourney, the
Lady Colonel Classic.
The men's team was snowed out
over Spring Break in the Sultans Run
Invitational.
Eastern leaves this Thursday for
the Johnny Owens Invitational in
Lexington.
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Tennis trip brings back wins
BY BRIAN SIMMS

Sports editor-

The Eastern men's and women's
tennis teams may not have enjoyed
the 40-degree temperature and 20mile-per-hour winds they experienced during their annual trip to
Hilton Head, S.C., but their play in
their six matches made up for
Mother Nature's miscues.
The men came back to Richmond
with four wins and two losses, while
the women went 3-3.
Coach Tom Higgins said the journey was worth it for his squads.

"I think were a little better."
Higgins said. "We really didn't play
that bad."
The men (9-7) claimed victories
over Bucknell (7-0), Morgan State
(7-0), Youngstown State (6-1) and
Buffalo (5-2). Their losses came
against Maryland (4-1) and
Southwest Missouri (4-0).
The Lady Colonels (4-7) defeated
Morgan State (8-1). Youngstown
State (7-2) and Buffalo (6-3). They
lost to future Ohio Valley
Conference foe Eastern Illinois (54). Drake (7-0) and Maryland (8-1).
"We really played some good

competition which will help us later
down the road." Higgins said.
Both squads had freshmen contributing heavily to the teams success.
Jamey Sellara and Michael
Homback went a combined 10-3 in
singles play and paired up in doubles
for a record of 4-3.
Two freshman for the women.
Nicki Edwards and Andrea Martin,
were 4-2 and 3-0 respectively.
"It was a pretty solid performance
by the freshman." Higgins said.
Next oa she schedule for Eastern
is dual matches with Austin Peay.
Murray Same and Tennessee State.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Comc*«d by sport* staff

Colonial next for track
Eastern's men's track learn came
away with three first place finishes.
while the women grabbed one first
and three thirds at the Clemson
Relays March 16.
That Ngeno. Mike Henderson,
Scott Fancher and Rob Hartman carried the baton in die 4 x 800 to victory with a time of 1:42.65. The top
distance medley team, consisting of
Ngeno, Henderson, Fancher and
Leon Pullen. claimed tops in
10:19.52.
The women's first place went to

the 4 x 200 meler relay. Sophomores
Vashti Corny, Felicia Hawkins.
Lanin Reviere and freshman Janelle
Wilson brought the lop honor to
Eastern with a lime of 1:41.67.
Coaty also grabbed an individual
fust in the 100-meter hurdles in
15.08.
"We were relatively pleased." he
said. "We just don't have enough
women to run relays successfully
right now."
The Colonels' next lest is April 56 at the Colonial Relays in
Williamsburg, Va.

Volleyball opens spring

The Eastern volleyball team will
compete in its fast of four spring
tournaments Saturday when it plays
in the University of Louisville
Spring Tournament.
A total of eight teams will play in
the double pool tournament, with the
Colonels' first match scheduled for
9:30 a.m. against Indiana. They will
then face Tennessee at 10:30 a.m.,
followed by a meeting with
Evansvihe.
A fourth game for Eastern will be
determined as the tourney progresses.
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Stogie
Stink
For about eight
months now. I have
been reading your
magazine. The features you've run on
student athletes, grad students, etc. have
been entertaining. But to stay current
with the latest trends that are of interest
to students across the country, I think
you should do a feature on young cigar
aficionados. As a representative of the U.

VIEWS
Keg Stand
Thanks 10 associate director of student development Steve Brown, students
at Mercer I . Georgia, must really enjoy
chaperoned dances with cookie and milk
refreshments. Mr. Brown took umbrage
at your campus photo of a person drinking directly from a
keg (November I995|. This
supposedly condones "potentially abusive behavior."
I think the students should
be commended for being creative — chey eliminated one
step in consumer consumption
while conserving natural
resources. Think o( the wasted
energy and pollution from producing glass mugs. Hasn't Mr.
Brown heard of "deSANDiza
tion" of the world's beaches by
glass manufacturers?
I suppose Mr. Brown has a
scjuad of keg police on campus
monitoring the proper steps in
the consumption of beer. At
least he did solve a social problem by implying that beer can
only be abused if consumed
directly from the keg. What is
Mr. Brown doing about a
more significant social ill — milk abuse
(drinking milk directly from the carton)?
Tom Powell, adjunct faulty.

Kmmm s$*» v.

Mourning
CaMn & Hobb«s

Regarding your story on Calvin and
Hobbes [March 1996] — don't limit the
appeal of this ex-comic strip to college
students. Many of us arc well past the
age. but loved this strip anyway. I think
the strip's universal appeal is what made
it so popular. It truly is sorely missed.
l>rnmu IX Count.
Dof*. of Microbiology, V. oflomo
I miss Calvin terribly. Please
make him come back. Even C cV H
reruns would be OK with me.
Elaine Harper, junto.
Wool Coorgia College

I They have crushed every Big East
team except for I' of Connecticut (#1
in your poll). As the third seed in the
conference (ranked behind only
UConn and Villanova U. whom they
crushed) the Irish are probably a top
20 or 2*t team. They have improved
over the year and should be one of the
most powerful teams in the tourney.
Put 'em in the Top 25 next week —
especially after they beat UConn in
the tournament.
Dam Tully, sophom+re,
U. of Notre Dome
OK OK You win. Next time,
send your gripe with a wad of
small unmarked bills and we 'II
see what we can do. — ed
BOSUOK
I was offended by the
comments made about Bowling Green State U. in your
March issue (Quickies). I have
heard of those things happening, but outrageous things
happen at other universities,
too! Whoever wrote those
comments portrayed BGSU as
a place where sickos go to play
pranks on people. I just want
to say that BGSU is a
respectable institution, and
although these things happen
occasionally, things are pretty
good around here.
Stephen Fhanks, senior.
Hmuding Creen State V.

of Iowa Cigar Society. I invite you to
observe and partake in our organization
with hopes that it may be featured in
your magazine.
CkmofJ. Nuese. junior. V. of lou*a
Hey. Chad! CUM you don r read too
closely, eh? Flip through your file #'U.
Mags lor better yet. look up our hoik
issues ou the Weh at http //www.
umotazine com) ond femstyour eyes on
our oh-ie-nme/y cigar story in the
Jan/Feh 1996 issue. — eol

Flghtln* Irish
Join the rest of the free world in
ranking the U. of Notre Dame women's basketball team in the Top 2V
(You'll find the V Magazine NCAA
Top 2S list on our web site at
http://www.umagazine.eom/u/sports/.

ILLUSTRATION BY DAVIOGRLLN,

U. <»

MONTANA

C»l »tat* Who?
In the story "Desert Waterfare"
(March 1996|. you mention the U. of
California. Sacramento. There is no U.
of California . Sacramento.
Peter Hoy* psofoiooi mftngUth.
V. of California, Doom
Well, there it now butter' Fr. just kidding. We meant California State U..
Sacramento. — ed
ShS't Not AmuMd
I am writing in regards to the article
"Amusement Parks Unmasked" (March
1996) in which I was grossly misquoted
One can only imagine my astonishment
when I read the article and found words
put into my mouth.
Let's start with the petty details
first. Six Flags never restricted its
employees from dating one another
except in-costume characters. Since
there were only 10 of us in-costume
characters who spent eight hours a day
in a small room. Six Flags felt the environment necessitated a strict dating policy to avoid potentially explosive breakup situations. This rule was later
retracted and a few situations arose but
it did not go "haywire."
Secondly. I have never witnessed any
"carnal acts" (except kissing) at Six
Flags, so how could I say that it was a
sex haven? This misquotation, though in
a small article, brought me embarrassment as well as being potentially embarrassing to a family theme park such as
Six Flags.
Jennifer t'tinn. araaar.
U.tfTt,
U. Magazine rrgms lieemr. —id.
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Do you
to get a job in
your major?

U- Polls
you con-

In this Any and age. K II be
ing if I get > job at McDonald'..
Evea if I get a Ph.D. there', no
way in hell I'll get a job in my
major (political science). All of
■he good jobs are taken. SKwMk
MMftfAtf' Vwk * I don't even
want to get a job in my major
(home economic education) after
undying it for four yean. Ktty
1
1 expect to get
a job in my major heratur I plan
on going to graduate school.
There are many opportunities.
Student, just don't seek them oat
and find them. They don't work
very hard. They just say. "Oh. I
guess I'll have to get a job at
Burger King.* JtmOm Cvm-

I worked at the Marriott for
almost three years. The director
of catering was an art studio
major: the director of marketing
was a geology major, and our resident manager was a polstiral science major — so i don't expect to
get a job in my major (family and
coattimer studies). aSstg-pT JMaV
UtU At • I definitely expect to
get a job in my major. Business is
the major of the '90s. aTant Js*at1

fes-M-a,

• The more classes
I've taken, the more I've decided
that I do not want to get a job in
my major (education). I hope II
be able to get a master's in computers. aWa CH—, —m*r, ft*
State ft * I'm a political theory
and constitutional democracy
major. Basically I study a bunch
of philosophical dead guys. I
don't know wkat kind of job I
would get in that major. If I
weren't going to go to law school.
I'd have serious career placemeni
problems. rnVWHW KfOMtg,
nursing major. One of the reasons
I chose my major is because there
will always be a need for nurses.
«Bht IL Cam. • Even if I do get
a job in my major (theatre), it'll
probably be one that doesn't pay
very much. Whether or not I get
a job in my major is separate
from the fact that I'll have to
keep a second job throughout
much of my career. fltnuf fnWnV,

gay, mtrarght
blmmxual?
SMofcof
Frlendi7

Garfunkels
and
Humperdincks
Ever catch a gander at your par
ento' music collection? Wort* yet,
«>MiW|lMMlMlHM7
Tht horror! That I
one* your age, thai they one*
thougfrt lhay were cooi, that »w»
w^hadaGartunkatandchoaarwl
to have H surgJcaay removed Ick!
I remember Hut tkrtt tone Ir*flad through mytoeki' oM asbuma I
10-yaar-old
Ms! Of

COUHO+ml QmtmUm MM
fsaedad The King wnen I had The
l(i»ajtVr-opartdPTtnc«?
I
"Thnre'a no way my Mends can
find out we have ana o( theee a- tht
atomaytstorteecaawaeang
but N H looked anything ska It

tmmmUmmmno
up.butatthahma. Iktst

Jophn? Who would buy that «*»»?
01 esaaraa, that 1 a—i |ian

efja m*mmf.tmmmmim
I'm a physical therapy major and
the placement rate is about 99
percent. They're in great demand.
nTayj, MY • I'm hoping that my
undergraduate degree in pnhnicd
science will help me get into
I and find a >
; I'm really inti
in. which is reaching English as a
second language ■***• **tf.

we* •»»»*«,«* Tve begun local
W* my kids
»n*e»ths*aad15ar20yaera
iromnoww mm wmf twm wmn out
MMVaraMc Mmrniumi+im
thnawankr,
Oh wast. Taa*aaaMtaea.M
*■«»■»•■ aaaawadthe
ktxperteera.lwtaeH
Barna am, aaaaaa wanunnass run m
the faawlry Who kMer?
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16 Trippin' / ROCK In ths U.S.A.

IlKU LAIM COLORADO Si AH I is
Raton MANOR EASTERN ILLINOIS U'93

There's a Hall of Fame in Ohio, and we ain't talkin' football. At the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and Museum in Cleveland, students are flocking to see the glittering glove of Michael
Jackson, the guitar of Jimi Hendrix and the hot-dog selling ability of Michael Bolton.
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After reading some of the birth control methods of yesteryear, no student can ever complain
about the hindrance of condoms. Can you say, "worm-filled spider's egg attached to your body
with deer skin?" Pliny the Elder could. These contraceptive devices are pretty hard to conceive.

is My

SO THIS What?
The enigma that is Title IX continues to be more confusing than it is helpful. Should the NCAA
eighty-six Tide IX? Is Title IX heading for chapter 11 ? Only a magic-8 ball knows for sure, but
II. Magazine does its best to give you the straight 4-1 -1 on the current state of Title IX

28 Jumping on ths Bandwagon
Many of today's hottest bands start out in the coldest places — beer-stained college basements.
RE.M., The Dave Matthews Band and the like all started playing "Louie, Louie" in
the dark dregs of the Alpha house.

n+R / Rook 'n'
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thm flrmt on a oommTthm talking

17 B.C. (Bsffors Condoms)

Where are the videos? Wrieje's Manha Quinn? The first 25 riYimita of eveiy ric«u aren't even used up
by MichaJ Jacloon's Trtriller vicleo anyrtxire
Am and cidw biiilMC inutkitn being ovc^^
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FEATURES / Whan two vowalm go awalMng

MXHSUAN ST An U.
L' or V * in CAROLINA
NORTHWEST MISSOURI ST.

ViaPRESIDENT

College campuses often provide the backdrop for your favorite movies and TV shows, which
can be good or bad. Good: "Hey, isn't that Tori Spelling sitting at the desk next to you?"
Bad: "Hey, isn't that Urkel sitting at the desk next to you?"
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/ An IV for PC
Political correctness has pretty much become mandatory, sorry, persondatory on college campuses these days. Everyone wants to be PC, but it's hard to keep up with the changing vernacular.
What type of student are you? You may not know, but your professor always knows.
U. Magazine picks profs' brains to see what they know and how they know it.

EDfTM

P. nuts

15 Minutes, The Buzz and a Love story —7 Courtney Love that is. U. Lose, Byte Me,
a planetary birthday and some loud voices.

14 Class / THs Cool, Ths Confussd and Ths Kiss-ass

GAYU MORRIS SvEETLAND

SHAD

April

U. Mail, editorial cartoon and major malfunctions.

170 E. 61ST ST.. SLTTE 400
NY 10021

You can't spell music without U. so enjoy the music reviews, plus Pocket Band,
Our Picks and the U. radio chart.
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Winona Ryder hangs out with the boys, as well as a high-cholesterol
Screen Saver and Reel Deal.

WRAP / Tha Final Countdown
Zsn and ths Art of Cramming
The big test is tomorrow, you just bought the textbook yesterday, now what? Don't worry, read
about the ins and outs of cramming: the latest strategies and rationalization tips. Good news,
someone has already highlighted the important parts.
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Wanna win big money? Turn to the contests page right now!

OUEST EXPERT / Walra" Ml Yanhovlc
He's baaaaaaaclc! And he's weirder than ever. Like a surgeon. Weird Al Yankovic
has cut his 10th studio album, appropriately named Bod Hair Day. which has
been in stores since March 12. Al and his hair have been busy producing music
videos, but he took time out to share some of his trademark wit. The cryptic
crooner has a degree in architecture of all things, of course that was back when he
was using his old nickname: Flying Buttress Al Yankovic.
PHOTO »Y BIN JCYNRS,
COVE* PHOTO COURTESY

of MARTIN LYON
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REAL WORLD,
PT. A2

divide the sales evenly, but when
Phillips returned from a break, he
wanted to claim all the sales as his,
including one that Reynolds sold
in his absence. When Reynolds
rejected this idea, Phillips responded by punching him in the nose.
Extra! Extra! Newspaper vendor
arrested, charged with battery!
Read all about it!

Colgate U, New Yor*
As if there weren't enough Real
World wannabes, take-offs and
spin-offs, Colgate's gotta go and
add another one. Sheesh. Move
over Puck, graduates from the class
of 1996 will be the first to receive a
crash course on living in the real
world: a three-day fiesta featuring
classes on auto purchasing, real
estate, insurance and personal
finance. Gee... and we thought the
real world was all about who can
chug the most without puking.

IllUSIRATIONS BY GfRARII ARANfOWK /. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U.

1

ENOUGH
IS ENOUGH!

Reader beware: You're about to road the Quickie of the
year. This kind of atory only comom around once In 3S
blue ntoonm, and we're harm to exploit and sensationalize
It. In fact, this one la mo good, we're not even going to
end It with a mmarmy walk-off. So, alt book and mnjoy the
winner of the flrat annual U. Magazine Ultimata Quickie
award (the UMUQ for abort).

CARRE IOWAM
U. of Iowa
Little Eddie Allen and Henry
1 ' would be proud: a handful of
Iowa students are making poetry
hip again, although you can't
accuse them of being all that original. Copping off of the movie, two
students have created their own
"Dead Poet's Society" for poetryheads and kids who just like to
hang out in caves. So far, the
meetings have consisted solely of
dirty limericks, but the society is
trying to branch out into some
raunchy Haiku. Note to lawyers of
the Dead Poet V Society: The preceding sentence is not true and has been
tnserted purely for comedic effect.

Everycoilege, Anystate
This just in... students at
almost every college or university
in the United States complain
about parking. The fines arc too
high; there aren't enough spaces
for students; there are too many
spaces for faculty — the list goes
on and on and on. Yet for some
reason, this recurring phenomenon
manages to make front page news
in student newspapers across the
country at least three times a year.
Do us a favor, friends, STOP!

BUG- TOOTHED
U. Of Iowa
An Iowa graduate from
Hong Kong is suing the U.S.
government for $100 million,
claiming rhe feds axe controlling his mind. In a writ filed
with Hong Kong's High
Court, Huang Siming alleges
that the government inserted
two mind controlling devices
in his teeth when he had dental work done in Iowa between
1988 and 1991. Siming, who
graduated from Iowa in 1992
with a doctorate in business,
says he has suffered from
memory loss, sleeplessness and
poor concentration since his
stay in the U.S. He is suing for invasion of privacy, physical and mental damage, dimly to his reputation
and what he termed "intellectual property" because the government can steal whatever he is thinking. So
tar, some pretty important stuff has been stolen from Siming's thoughts. Apparently, rhe U.S. government
now knows that Siming prefers puffy Chee-tos to crunchy, Natalie is his favorite Facts of Life girl and the
dent in the family car was actually his fault — not his brother's like he told his parents "It sounds like he
is mentally disturbed," says Iowa Dean William Hines. K» think!

DATELESS,
NOT HOPELESS
Brown U.
The student government at
Brown is taking the dateless
majority under it's wing. It began
a new program for the socially
stunted called HUCS (Helping
Undergraduates Socialize) — a
friendly acronym for computer
dating service. Por $2-3 —
depending on how extensive the

search is — students can obtain a
computer printout of the 10 people they are most
compatible with
at Brown. Now
that's getting
your student
fees' worth!
Another program

that hasn't hit campuses yet is
called HUGE (Helping Undergraduates Eat) — look for it.

TOUGH SALE
California State U., Long Beach
A subscription to the Los Angeles Times is apparently worth a
punch in the nose. Well, vendor

SHARING
SHOWERS
Northern Colorado U.
Two Northern Colorado students were caught participating in
the latest campus craze: co-ed
naked showering. Two students
were attempting the late-night
cleansing process in a men's community bathroom, when a man
using a stall busted them. The
man called the police and made
the shower pals get dressed and
come with him to the lobby until
the police arrived. Thus completely ruining their Rocky Mountain
high. The showering man's explanation just didn't hold water. He
said it was not actually a naked
woman accompanying him in the
shower, but a very elaborate and
lifelike shower caddie. Nice try.

Lester Phillips thought so. anyway
Phillips and his partner. Eric
Reynolds, could not agree how to
split their profits
from hawking
the subscriptions
on campus. A
supervisor had
told them to

SBO FINAL
LI. of Texas A&M, Kingsville

SHINY HAPPY STUDENTS
College of the Atlantic, Maine
You know those grumpy, groggy days when
you just wanna smack anyone that's even
remotely cheery? You'd have a field day at College of the Atlantic, Maine. The students have
just earned the distinction of "Happiest Students" by Princeton Review's Student Access
Guide to the Best 309 Colleges. What makes
these students so happy? The 230 students live
in former summer occanfront mansions, they
like the food in the dining hall and they call the
president by his first name. Barney would be
proud. I love you, you love me...

X
lO (-'■ Maga/inc • April 199«S

Let's say your aunt gave you $50 for your birthday. Cool — you get a
couple of CDs, maybe a new pair of shoes, go see a movie and get a small
popcorn, or. you can get an "A" in professor Jose Martinez' art class. Martinez told Christopher Cruz he could get an "A" on his final project, if Cruz
gave the prof $100. He then lowered the price to $50. Hold on, don't go
rushing to sign up
for Martinez' class.
Cruz turned down
the offer and turned
in Martinez. Martinez was fired from
the school and arrested and jailed for
bribery. He was later
released on his own
recognizance, and we
all know how painful
that can be.

MIS-STASHED CASH
U. of Montana
We vc all lost money before — maybe $5 or
$20. or even the whole wallet. But did you ever
lose $2,300? Kim McKelvcy did. Just minutes
after receiving 23 $100 bills — 75 percent of
her student loan — from the cashier's office.
McKelvcy reported losing her wallet containing
the entire $2,300. The last place she remembered having the wallet was in the women's
bathroom. Unfortunately for McKelvcy, the
cash was never returned. Even worse, school
policy requires her to pay back the entire loan
even though the cash was lost/stolen. Talk
about throwing your money down rhe drain.
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began malting a spectacle of herself

SfflMZH

last summer, no one guessed the true
purpose of her visit. In any case, residents say her behavior was enough
to distract them from speculation.
Doug Robinson, a salesperson at
Ithaca Guitar Works, says that

Of Love
and Monks

Love, clad in a baby-doll dress,
threw a tantrum when the store
refused her credit card. As she
screamed at her bankers by telephone. I.ove sprawled across a set of
speakers, casually spreading her legs
and flashing more than her plastic.

Letters
*4fek
of the Law jfe*y

H

E'S A 20-YEAR-OLD LAW STUDENT WHO

reads and writes at a fourth-grade level
but has a 4.0 at Yale U. and dreams of a
political career.

LIKE OTHER COLLEGE STUDENTS, MANY AT CORNELL

Love left behind only a purplc-

No, it's not the latest after-

U., N.Y., mourned the April 1994 death of
Nirvana frontman Kurt ( obain the only way they
could — in front of the TV. They learned a little too late
that they had the opportunity to express their grief in
person. For 18 months, Cobain's ashes sat a mile from
campus at the Nyamgal Monastery.

lipstick-staincd cigarette that today

school special or more evidence

sacrifice materialism for people.

reigns over the store's shelf of
celebrity memorabilia.

that American education is full of
loopholes. It is, in fact, the real-

To combat his dyslexia
which he likens to being in a lor

Only slightly more shocking
than Ixjve's now infamous behavior

life story of Benjamin Bolger,
who is among the 10 to 15 per-

cign country where you can speak

is the fact that students never even

cent ol Americans with dyslexia.

can't read it — he tapes lecture-.,

knew their grunge idol was blocks

"I
was
diagnosed
in
preschool," Bolger says. "Teach-

dictates tests and papers, and use-

"I think I would have gone

ers would tell my mom I wasn't

textbook readers.

away from campus.

generation of lawyers who will

and understand the language, hut

time extensions, note-takers and

It sounds like an urban myth,

Love, a follower of Buddhism,

there." says Marie Rodriguez, a Cor-

trying hard enough, but no one

Bolger has started campus

but it's true: On July 4. 1994.

was worried about the effect suicide

wanted to tead as much as I did.

Cobain's widow Courtney Love

— which Buddhists frown upon —

nell senior who had her own shrine
to Cobain. "I don't know why Itha-

It was frustrating, but this frus-

support groups and talks to various groups to increase dyslexia

came to Ithaca, bringing her hus-

would have on his soul's reincarna-

ca was chosen. It's cool, like fate."

tration built a level of persever-

awareness.

band with her. She stayed 10 days,
but he left only months ago —

tion. Her decision to have his ashes

Other

blessed according to Buddhist traditions led her to the tiny monastery.

impressed.

mixed with clay and baked into 12
tiny, cone-shaped sculptures. Buddhists tall [hem tsatsas.

students

weren't

so

ance and commitment."
At age 13, Bolger's will to

"Ben beats the norm by show

left a kid behind who

succeed took him on an intense

ing people dyslexics aren t Ml)
and stupid," says Laura Coens.

Few Ithacans even know the

he supposedly loved so much," says

educational journey from home

the Dyslexia Association ol Amcr

monastery exists, so when Love

senior Krista Jacobsen. "He's not
the John Ixnnon of our generation.

schooling to studying social
inequity at the U. of Michigan.

ica's communication director. "I
can't count how many parents

' "l>.mi

He killed himself — that's hardly

He decided to pursue law because

have told me Ben's picture is

something you'd respect. Why

he wanted to make it work for

hanging on their wall. Kids look

should I care where his ashes are?"

people, not against them.

up to him."

Cobain's ashes were back in

"I see a great need for people

Love's custody in December 199V

with passion and empathy for
others." he says. "We need a new

The tsatsas containing the ashes are

ByCamaBaM,
CaBUPhotaby

Oaary. fleU

being made into a stupa. an ornate
Tibetan version of an urn. It was an
Ithaca monk who first suggested
putting ( iilum to rest in the stupa.
the same kind that holds the ashes
ot Buddha himself. For 16 centuries, this type of stupa has been
called nirvana.
( "incidence? We think not.
By Irian Matt and Courtnay Rubin, Corna*U, N.YJPtHtoby GadiBainhorn,

iu,*r.

Raising
Their Voices

Voice, our style kind of changed,
and we became a newspaper that
wanted to reflect the community,"
says managing editor John Kaschak.
a sophomore.
The experience has given fledgling
journalists at The Voice a real-world

SIZE THIS UP: THE NEW YORK

VILLAGE VOICE,

distributed weekly to 138,636 readers in Manhattan, bawled out the Bloomsburg U., Penn., student
newspaper, circulated weekly to 5,000 readers, for dubbing itself The Voice.
The Voice staff received a letter
from

Village

Vdire lawyers in

November warning them to change
the name or face litigation.
Village Voice attorney Alexandra

editor in chief of The Voice, junior
Hank Domin.
The student-run newspaper
changed us name in 1983 from The

Nicholson alleged that The Voice

( umfu, Voice to The Voice and did
not eniountct rebuffs from any

"usurped our client's exact federally

other

registered mark and deliberately
mimicked the typeface and graphic

Bloomsburg's Voice went online.
The student publication's cur-

design."
"That's impossible because we

rent name embodies its purpose,
staff members say.

hardly knew they existed." says the

"In changing our name to The

Voicei

worldwide

until

lesson, Domin says. "It's definitely
been an education in media law."
Nicholson, who says the entire
conflict has been blown way out of
proportion, says her letter was intended to initiate a query, nothing more.
"There is no lawsuit." she says.
"There are a number of things that
can be done to remedy a potential
conflict."
Staffers of The Voice have
refused Village Voice'i request that
they change the paper's name and
are waiting to hear if any action will
be taken.
"We're standing firm and we're
not going to back down." Domin says.

Uaf
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Playing
With Yourself

c

Or was H? TM w«« Is not as cut
a»adnad at tnt U. of South Caroana

OLLEGE HOOP PI.AYERS HAVF. IT ALL — THE SCHOl-ARSHIPS,
the fame, the adulation. And as if all this isn't enough, they
get to be in video games, too.

Some Division I players now exist in

reality and virtual reality, thanks to games

Having a controller in hand instead of a
basketball can be a performance enhancer.

like Coach K's College Basketball for Sega,

\X

the new College Slam for the 32-bii Sega

dunks, inn and -pin dribbles and crazy threes.

Saturn and Sony Playstation and an

Wheat admits he gets carried away. "I

upturning CD-ROM program.
The NCAA prohibits use of their

IK

.11 \ays his video self can do 360-dcgrce

look at the final stats and see myself with 40

names, but the players on the cybercourt

points and everybody else with two or three."
I ben also allows himself to rack up as

are identifiable by number, height, skin

many as 45 to SO points in the video game

color and even undergarments.

because in real life, teammate and high-

"I wear a T-shirt underneath my uniform,

scoring player Kerry Kittles often docs most

and in the video game. I weat a T-shirt.'

of the scoring.
But it's not all tun and games for newer

explains Villanova I guard Eric Ebcrz.
So what's it like to fire up the old Zenith
and be yourself in a game of roundbaU?
"It's weird." says U. of Louisville guard
Dejuan Wheat. "In real life, you don't hit every

players who were not included in video form.
"Two of the walk-ons were not on the
game, so they were pretty mad." Ebcrz says.
WdL now they know how the rest of us trrl

Tht U of South Carohna i

Happy
Birthday,
Earth Day
THERE'S GOING TO BE A KICK-

grass party this month, and the
guest of honor is about 4.5 billion years old.

Dacambar attar 17 mart of broadcaita/et attanali wc
tataraar
Than, in a January i

all
ajgaja. aHmlilH ■»— ibjsml
•ncnttw board.
Studantt say Carls Cam*. *rac-

s

tor of stuaarrt mafia, and Jarry Brtw
of ituaant Wa, took
action after WUSC pUyad sons* by
Pansy Drtrkuaa, an oaaary fay rock
t>°up Aaawaistrators say Mart's
mart to H than Hurt
alFaasraH
Csauwlniaa rissitns

Student environmental organizations nationwide are
gearing up for land Day on April 22. and you can bet

shot, but on the Sega game you get real mad

there will be no Styrofoam cups.

when you miss a free throw or something."

Conceived by Sen. Caylord Nelson of Wisconsin in
1970. Earth Day's mission is to educate people about
the environment. This year's theme. Give Earth a
Chance, will pay special attention to air. water and the
living environment.
But planning a bash for a planet takes time. Nick
Keller, director of (ampui Ecology — a college outreach program of the National Wildlife Foundation —
says his group works with more than 200 universities to
develop Earth Day activities and year-round environmental programs.
"We incorporate Earth Day into our program, but
what we do is work for the year." Keller says. "We use
| Earth Day] as a tool rather than an end in itself."
Matev Null, general coordinator for Students for
Environmental Concerns at the U. of Illinois, says her
group has been working since December on Earth
Day activities.
"We go out and try to educate people about the
environment." Null says. "I think that a lot of people
are concerned about the environment. But I think
that the number of people who go out and do something is small. I hope something we do is interesting
or eye-catching."
At Pennsylvania State I'.. the focus of Earth Day is
leaching people to use natural resources. This year, students are building a straw meeting house with a day roof.
"We try to do without powet tools and petroleum
products." says Ryan Krcmp. co-director of Earth Day
activities. "It's an alternative way to build bouses and more
environmentally friendly than what is out there today."
In addition. Pcnn State will focus on educating people about sustainabiliry. "Basically, it is zero or no waste
— using natural organic products." Krcmp says.
Pcnn Sute's activities will also include poetry readings, an Earth "Mass" and a variety of musical acts. "It's
a celebration of things we've done tor the Earth and
what it has done for us." Krcmp says.
Yeah, but how will they fit 4.S million candles on
the cake?

tat. Ml

.Carratl/,.
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The Cool,
An IV for PC? the Confused and
the Kiss-ass

|Hr '90s PHENOMENON
known as political cotTecinCM is as trendy as coffeehouse and grunge. Bui PC, friends
and coumrypersons. is here to stay.
.Although the media fervor is dying
down on campuses across the nation,
the movement is alive and kicking.
Davis Strou. a senior at Arizona
State U. and editor in chief of the
State /'rest, says that l*C is not dying
— it's just so entrenched now that
it s not in the media spotlight.

Last spring, a cartoon titled
"Dead Prophets" appeared in the
State Pmt and ignited a serious controversy. Strou recalls. The cartoon
depicted the resurrection of Christ
and included Mohammed wearing a
turban and brandishing a bloody
sword. The Islamic community
took offense to the cartoon and
made us outrage public.
Incidents like this raise awareness and teach us to be more careful
about speech, Strou says.
Last May at the U. of Delaware.
a black woman wrote an editorial in
the Review, the student newspaper,
to protest a confederate flag hanging
outside a fraternity house. After the
student received death threats, she
formed an activist group that
claimed that campus security didn't

take the threats seriously and needed
racial sensitivity training.
Jim Miller, a senior at the U. of
Delaware and editor in chief of the
Review, says that such incidents are
occurring more often and arc pro\.>kiM(; the 'ami-PC ,n
"On campus. PC protesters are
getting louder than in years past."
Miller says
I his battle cry is sounding from
such groups as the National Association of Scholars, an organization of
protcssors. administrators and graduate students who want to reform
higher education.
" I here's way too much politics
and ideology in the classroom." says
Glenn Ricketts. a research director at
the NAS. "PC has had a negative
impact on college course curricula,
and the obsession with 'correctness'
has had the insidious effect of selfcensorship on the part of professors."
Not so, says Juan ChaconQuiros, a senior at the U. of Massachusetts. Amherst.
"(Diverse curricula] have made
life better by moving away from a
Eurocentric view of the world,"
Chacon-Quiros says.
New PC curricula are not a threat
to the "classics" and Western thinking,
he says. Rather, Latino, Asian, AfricanAmerican and women's studies are
enriching the tradjfionaJ curricula.
Minority and gender studies
have developed because universities
recognize the growing number of
minority students
on campus, not
because of the PC
movement, Chacon-Quiros says.
"PC has been
very successful in
changing names
but unsuccessful
in changing people's attitudes," he
says. "The success
of the movement
lies in raising
awareness
of
offensive words
and actions, but
the real issues are
being glossed over
— the prejudices
are still fresh."
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IT'S AN AVERAGE DAV DURING

the semester and you're
headed to class. You're the
kind of student who:
a) Strolls
In right on
the
hour
and makes a
beeline for

(he

back

row of seats
so the professor won't
notice you
dozing
off
during lecture.

CLASS
b) Shows up I 5
minutes late wearing mismatched
sweats and last
night's hairdo,
clutching coffee and a newspaper.
c) Wakes up
two hours early
to read the first
week's assignments and takes a seat in
the front row.
Whether you're a) too cool
for school, b) dazed and confused, c) a brown-noser or somewhere in-between, teachers can
tell. Where you sit and the image
you project has a strong correlation to the type of student you
are and your performance in a
CO

M
C

an assistant professor of classics
at the V. of New Mexico.
The Vclcro students
students who arrive late
and stick to seats along
the walls — are so
eager to get a quick
release from class that
their grades inevitably
suffer, Cyrino says.
Likewise, the eager
beavers who populate
the front row have a high
probability of bringing
home "A"s, says Jim Frey,
chair of the sociology
department at the U. of
Nevada. Las Vegas.
Cyrino's most perplexing students are the ones she calls "the psychics." She says they're the ones
who come to class —
minus notebook,
pens or a tape
recorder
—
and still manage to pass.
"It's really
unsettling to
have someone
just stare at
you
while
you're lecturing,
not taking down a
word." she says.
Frank Fox, an American
history professor at Brigham Young
U., is irked by the "wannabes" —
students in his 1.000- person lectures
who just want to be chosen as teaching assistants for the next semester.
These students approach him
every day after class
to share their insights

in unannounced during office hours.
And don't even get
him started on the news
hounds who sit through
lectures shuffling through
the paper, or the frat rats
who wear tutus to class as
an initiation.
"I have to rise to
these occasions; I can't
just be ticked off," Fox says.
"I have to turn this into
something of greater humor,
usually at a cost to them."
Bur professors caution against
making assumptions about a student based on appearance or performance without individual
evaluations.
"Everybody learns differently."
says Joyce Swarzman, an education
professor at the U. of South Florida.
Bottom line: You can't judge i
book by its cover, but you sure can
sleep under the cover of a book... to
throw 'em off, of
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CHEVROLET.

See your participating Chevroiet/Geo or Pontiac Dealer for details.

R-O-C-K Lights, Camera,
in the U.S.A.
Campus
CLEVELAND is Rot KING.
and students have been
rolling into the city
lines the September opening of the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum.
During opening
weekend,
droves of college
students from
around the globe
traded their university logos for
R&RHF T-shirts
and paraphernalia
Many slept on the cool,
green grass surrounding the
shores of Lake Erie, awaiting the
announcement of their museum
tour time. Tickets are sold in time
segments, so although you may
arrive at the 10 a.m. opening, you
may not tour until sunset.

TRIPPIN
Is it worth the wait?
"The Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame is something you could visit
three times and walk away not seeing everything." says Kelly Gionti, a
sophomore at the
U. of Akron.
"Everything
about
it was
worth the trip."
Well, maybe
not everything.
"The gift shop
was a disappointment," Gionti
says.
And students
are saying that
Cleveland will be
the newest hot
spot on college
road-tripper maps.
"I won't mind
the drive to get to
sec any institution that pays
homage to the
Beatles,"
says
Mike Gillen. a
sophomore
at
Pennsylvania
State U.
"I thought it
was pretty cool,"
says Jacob Sho-

waltcr, a sophomore at Case Western Reserve U. in Cleveland. "I had
reservations about it looking so
space-age and funky, but
it was great."
Showalter says
the reconstruction
of Pink Floyd's
wall is well worth
any amount of
driving.
"I would definitely do a road
trip," he says. "It
could be within a
day's drive, possibly
two. Just drive 'til we run
out of beer."
Whether you're into seeing Jimi
Hcndrix's signed Fender stratocaster
or Michael Jackson's first glittering
glove, the museum has a litde piece
of rock and roll history for everyone.
"I never realized that new singers
— people I listen to every day —
would be represented in this museum." says Beth Stewart, a sophomore at Michigan State U. "1
thought it would be for older people, but this is for anybody who just
loves music."
Joyce Oorbtot,,
U JPttoto couh-y nock and to* Htlot
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ON THE WAY TO PSYCH
class, you're suddenly surrounded by Jason Priestley, Tori Spelling and Jennie Garth.
No. it's not a dream come true. It's a
typical day at Occidental College,
Calif., the site of California U., the
°O?/0gang's fictional college.

College campuses, with their academic look and ivy-covered buildings, serve as prime settings for major
motion pictures and TV shows. Shot
On This Site, by William Gordon, is
a guidebook to many of the universities and colleges that have been featured on the silver screen.
"Many of the young screenwriters
out in Hollywood arc fresh out of
school," Gordon says. "They write
about their experiences in college and
then go to their alma matct to film."
The U. of the Pacific. Calif., has
been the setting for movies like The
Sure Thing and Raiders of the lost Ark.
"Many production companies
don't want to travel to the East
Coast to film," says R. Doyle
Mindin, UOP's director of public
relations. "So they come here
because we have an Ivy League look
to our campus. I think a lot of people identify with the college experience and that's what nukes colleges
attractive to directors. Like they say,
'Location, location, location.'"
Man Dystc is the director of merchandising at the U. of Oregon, site of
the most infamous college movie of all
time, Animal House. Dystc says that
although they market the school as a
possible location, they are selective
about who they allow to film there.
"We always consider whether
the movie is fitting with our image,"
Dyste says. "One of our rules is that
we don't allow the university's name
to be mentioned in the movie. With
Animal House, they were looking for
an Ivy League look, and since we're
not that far away from the major
studios, the company came to us."
However, don't expect to find
the Delta Tau Chi house on campus. According to Gordon, the frat
house was torn down and the bricks
were sold.
John Belushi must be turning in
his grave.

By tm Qrmm, MM* N«M ft

Other college
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Guest
Expert:
Weird Al
Yankovic
On TV and movii
filmed on campu
"If 1 ran into Tori
Spelling on a
college campus,
I'd probably freak
out. Why won't she
leave me alone? It's
over between us!"

Birth
control
has a
history off
cramping
your style

enough about human physiology to be able to safely

BY BRAD DUNN

"Don't worry, baby.
I have a condom. "

COKMtAIX) STATE U.
luuviRAiioNs

BV BRAD NORMAN.

WESTERN MI. HI.,AN

U.

control fertility. Although scientists continue to
experiment with new methods, there are plenty of
proven ones on the market. The male birth control
pill and the female condom, the two most recent
brainchildren ol humanity's contraceptive legacy,

THE

NEXT

TIME

YOU

CATCH

yourself whining about the
dulling effect of a condom or
the fact that the Pill makes you
moody, just consider the potions
of yesteryear — yuck.
Birth control has had a long and
storied life. Soon after humans
answered, "Where do babies come
from?" they asked, "How can we stop
them?" The understanding of procreation itself was the progenitor of contraception. And although it wasn't
until the last century that science produced any valid solutions, birth control appears to have had an odd infancy in ancient cultures.

"No sweat, honey. I just drank a
potion of hawthorn bark, ivy,
willow and poplar."

2696 B.C.:
"It's all right, darling, I've
applied crocodile dung and
honey to my vulva."

Hrud Itunn. who /u./ frailiuilctt from ( oloraoio Sutf //..
declinn to make any comment* about birth control.

miscarriage. Early Egyptians also had formulas lor
abortion, like a concoction of dates, onions and the
fruit of the acanthus crushed in honey, sprinkled on
cloth and applied to the vulva.
Antl climactic
By the 18th century, scientists had come up
shake a condom at. Recipes for pre- and post-sex

I estament. Ihe hook of Genesis recounts how the
Hebrew "spilled his seed on the ground" during

vaginal mixtures were popping up everywhere. The
I Sili century writer Musitanus figured that if cither

sex with his brother's widow to avoid getting her

crocus or mint were applied 10 the vagina immedi-

pregnant. This begat not only the "withdrawal"

ately after sex, there would be no conception.
The condom made its debut in England in
1709. although the idea actually dates back to
ancient Egypt. By the end of the century, the
best condoms were made from animal mem-

with a woman without reaching climax, their "seed"

brane and tied around the base of the penis with

would grow stronger. Men with enormous discipline, then, had as much nonorgasmic sex as possi-

a pink silk ribbon. Before the membrane condoms made it to the East, the Japanese had

ble so that when they finally decided to get a

already been using hard sheaths made from tor-

woman pregnant, she would receive the highestquality sperm.

toise shells. Ouch!
Early forms of the diaphragm were also wide-

While abstinence and withdrawal may have been
the eaHiest methods for couples to avoid pregnancy,

spread at this time. Women inserted silver or
gold balls to block off the womb. Sometimes

abortion was equally present in antiquity. Aristotle,

these balls had bells inside them to make love-

when he wasn't waxing about Poetics, wrote, "The
proper thing to do... if children are then conceived

making more musical. Sponges soaked in water

in excess to the [family) limit so fixed, is to have

cidc. but the results were unreliable. The search
for contraceptive potions continues beyond the

hegun in the embryo" (Aristotle, Politics).
The earliest formulas for abortion, however,

ber: It could be worse — you could be using a tortoise-shell condom.

ical essays, including one in which the internal
applications ol certain plants and leeches assured

going on. Onan fathered birth control in the Old

miscarriage induced before sense and life have

fortunately, the life history of contraception shows
us that its methods will continue to evolve. Remem-

death in 2696 B.C., Nung had written various med-

with more birth control solutions than you could

Ancient Chinese men nude an art of the withdrawal method. They believed that if they had sex

Modern society often complains that its birth
control practices diminish the sexual experience,

come from Chinese Emperor Shen Nung. By his

In ihc beginning, when all ihe begetting was

method but also the recognition of birth control
in the West.

continue the effort to make sex more enjoyable by
making it less productive.

By the 18th
century,
scientists
had come
up with
more birth
control
solutions
than you
could
shake a
condom at.

and brandy were placed in the vagina as a spcrmi-

1937 advent of the Pill.

Fortunately, in the late 20th century, we know
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I can't turn
on MTV and
know that
I'm definitely
going to see
videos
anymore.
MELISSA HALPERN,
BARNARD COLLEGE, N.Y.

U. /

PHOTOS COURTESY

of MTV

EVER HAPPENED TO THE 'M' IN
MTV?" asks Eric Fcrreri, 21, a
senior at the U. of Connecticut. "I used to come home
from middle school and high
school and watch videos all afternoon, but now I'm lucky
to find videos on MTV at all."
MTV has changed significantly from its initial 24-hour-aday music video format, and many college students feel that
with the introduction of so many non-music programs — like
The Real World, Singled Out, Road Rules and Sandblast — it
has largely been a change for the worse.
"As a college student, my lime is very limited."
says Melissa Halpern. a senior at Barnard College.
N.Y. "I can't turn on MTV and know that I'm definitely going to see videos anymore. It's disappointing because it seems like MTV is making me work,
or adjust my schedule, just to see videos."
It seems unavoidable — students have less time,
and MTV is airing less music. It's not like the old
days, when you could spend a quiet evening with
Adam Curry and kill several hours watching Devo
and Van Halen videos.

"When I first started watching MTV, I loved it
because it exposed me to all difFerent kinds of new
music all the time," says Andrea Williams, a sophomore at the U. of Connecticut. "But with all the
non-music programs on in the evenings and weekends, which are the only times I have free now, I
don't feel like I know what's going on in the music
world anymore."

The fractionalization of MTV has been gradual.
With the introduction of
MTV News in 1987 and
House of Style in 1989, the
programming began moving
steadily away from its 24-7
music roots. The schedule
now includes cartoons, sports,
fashion, soap operas, game
shows, news, movie specials
and even reruns of a former
network scries (My So-

CalleJU/r).
"I think some
of the programs,
like The Real
World,
are
conceptually
good,"
says
Brian Woodward,
a senior at Bentlcy
College, Mass. "But
when they run it
four seasons in a
row, plus all of the
reruns of past seasons and similar
shows like Road
Rules, it gets to be
incredibly repetitious."
That the network
airs two or more
continuous hours
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of one show — known as block programming — is
anorher major complaint of students.
"The thing I can't stand is when they run five
or six hours of straight non-music shows on rhc
weekends." Ferreri says. "I'm finally able to watch
MTV at different times than during the week, and
sure enough, they're running 400 episodes of The
Real World'
Halpern also says she misses the diversity of the
old, non-block formatting. By grouping videos into
genre-specific shows like MTV Jams, Yo! MTV Rapt
and Alternative Nation, viewers get less of a potpourri than in the past.
Not that it's all bad — many students say they
enjoy some non-music shows, particularly Beams and
Butt-head, The State. The Maxxuvi M1V News.
"I understand that viewers need variety."
Williams says. "MTV just needs to mix things up
again and place a little more emphasis on music,
like they did in the past. The non-music shows
aren't bad. It's just that I miss watching videos."

Days of
Whine and
R01
The history of MTV is a Httte
Hks wtnt and chats*. You'd
I don't want my MTV became (I one point, ii
was the only video channel around. The only
music I listen to is rap and RAcB. MTV is too
commercial. Ttmtka Met—it, MM), Faysfmm State ft. Mar* CsVMaw • Yes. I definitely
want my MTV became they show reruns of the
hit show My St-CeUled Lift. I guess it's like My
•><> (ailed MTV. tm JmHmty, Imhr. teaecasaj
Statt ft, fterftHotoj • Yes. I still want my MTV
— if they put the music back in MTV. I started
watching back in the '80s with Martha Quinn
when it was 24 hours of music videos. It was
more of a showcase of all kinds of music, but now
it s just so segmented. They're not showing
enough music, especially not new music. MMwsW
Khttmj tmtm, ft a* ftara rsaristo • MTV? Do
they even plav videos anymore? I don'l want my
MTV. Carrie Atteft faster, Ctfhrnta Mat ft,
Secraeaesste • Nol They don't play videos anymore. Between all the junk they have on there —
VJs enjoying their vacations, a bunch of strangers
living in a house and traveling across the country
— it's not music television any more. It's ruining
our country and our kids. Get it oftl May* Pmr-

think It would gat batter with
age, but scenettmes It lust
ton*! We put up with "Like A
Virgin" getting loo much atrptay
In ttw hopes that we'd catch a
glimpse of "Centerfold " We
stayed up late at night counting
the minutes to 771* Young Ontt,
and now we've got Scarfs and
Butt-It—d to look forward to.
But rt hasn't been all fun and
game*. We tare*. Sometimes
you gat chardonnay, sometimes
you gat Cheddar. Hera's our
take on ttw situation:
N»tt BOUQUET
Tht Young Ontt
Monty Python's Frying

Mhmron 9lutim tn/oultt bm proud.

fitmoti Control
Tht* sound off music

l"ke They used to have it going on when they
had Yt! MTVftMfi on five times a week, but now
it's only on once or twice a week. AMBSM laerat,
still want my MTV, but it would be nice if it still
was AfTV — as in MUSIC! Who really knows
what Ann flu is all about? TmH fajteaw, hsamr,
Ortfmm Jtsste ft • Does anybody remember when
MTV was a music video channel? I used to tune
into MTV to catch the newest music and videos.
The MTV of the '90s it junk There are as many
re-runs on MTV as (there arc] on the big networks. They need to bring back the 24 hour* a
day, cutting edge, music channel, twrmm HmC*-

**r. ah-Swa-to itmhmt, Okltmtmt suit ft •
What started out as a cool way to sec music
videos has turned into a highly biased and commercialized tool aimed at selling its brand of
political, sexual and social views to a ■imaajii generation. Ead it! asMftaW Ciswte, fjrawawte Amr*
mm*!, OMtf sTCSsw ft • It was cool when it first
started, but it has gotten totally weird since then.
Not enough cool music, too many other programs. CsfcwtM matriaan, eswter. ft •/ Sewtw"mtau«MMI« I would love MTV if they'd
show more music videos — what MTV used to be
'bout — instead of showing Tht AW Wtddvra
and over and over and over.... iMCttmy

Grcus
Tht Reef Work! I

mmtjnq rttumtm of ttm
The answer is probably sitting in math class ai

Estimates on the music-ro-non-music ratios

the local junior high, fantasizing about the latest

seem to vary, with MTV saying they're as much as
80 percent music. However, a June 1994 article in

Singled Out contestant.
"I think MTV appeals more to teeny boppcrs.

The Village Voter found that MTV's non-music pro-

Singled Out has gotta go — it's a waste of half an

grams filled up roughly 50 percent of the prime

hour." says Carrie Audi, a junior at California State

time slots.
So we checked it out — during the week of

think their format sucks."

Nov. 6 through Nov. 12, 1995. the total music-to-

ALITTUMOLDY

non-music ratio was 65.5 percent to 34.5 percent.
During weekday prime rime hours, non-music pro-

ed to. and however unlikely ii may seem, college has

grams filled 58 percent of the time.
This programming seems unpopular. And yet it

become our rehab center.

remains. Why?
"Those shows are through the roof popular."

unique when we were young," Woodward says.
"And now they've taken all that away from us just

says Scott Acord, manager of corporate communica-

because we got a litde older and busier."

tions at MTV in Los Angeles. "It all just depends on
who you talk to. Someone's watching these shows

15 in August. Sources at MTV offices in New York

HouttotStym
1*. Service
StnghdOut

And speaking of getting older. MTV will turn
would only disclose that "something is in the
works" for the anniversary.

they are now."
The rumor mill is abuzz with talk of an

apart like estranged lovers? Or will we try to kiss

MTV2 — the answer to some viewers' prayers.

and make up? Slay tuned for the next episode of

MTV refuses to comment on the rumor, but

Tht rnmH WorU K, M, IV

"It's like MTV gave us something special and

were all music videos, the ratings weren't as high as

The second channel would feature more music
programming and fewer (if any) commercials.

MTV

U., Sacramento. "All they play is Top 40 music. I
Ii seems we're suffering from a major case of
video withdrawal — MTV is a drug we got addict-

because the ratings are higher than ever. When we

My So-CtMtd LHt rt-runt
SpttdrUc*

Will our generation and MTV continue to drift

Underdog. I mean MTV, when Kennedy defends
music from non-music dating queen Jenny
McCarthy.

some industry insiders expect to hear a major
announcement this summer.

Jeremy Utter it * tentar MI the V. of( onnecttcut Hit fmiTtte
VJ it Adam Curry, mmtlly keemute mf thai incredible hair

Tonangtl
Here's the part that might be a little painful
to hear — as much as MTV is growing away
from us, we're growing away from MTV. Who
do you think Singled Out most appeals to? A 23year-old graduating English major? Or a 14-yearold junior high hormone-basket? The truth is.
we're getting old.
"Maybe I've just outgrown rhe whole MTV gen-

Guest
Expert:
Weird AI
Ynnkovic

eration thing." Woodward says. "I'm not like the

On MTV

MTV kids I see around town anymore."

"Currently, I feel

The fact is, MTV isn't interested in old people.
Despite the stated official target audience (18- to

like I

24-year-olds), the channel knows that its future lies
with the kids — the army of scrappy little consumers nipping at our generation's heels.

II.IWI-

■

spintu.il bond with
Kennedy, but I
must .idmit th.it

"I don't understand who watches these nonmusic programs, like Singled Out' says Brian John-

Martha Quinn hits

son, a senior at Pennsylvania Slate U. "They're not

world."

creative, like The Metxx or Liquid Televiiion. And
they don't seem to add anything music-wise."
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Twenty-four years later,
gender equity remains

a mystery

MANKER
ASSISTANT EDITOR

AND CARRIE HUTCHISON
Si
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i si U.
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KANSAS

IAWS AND RULES. THEY'RE MEANT TO ENSURE ORDER,

civility and fairness in society. Without them, we
would have chaos. And then there's Title IX — federal law requiring gender equity in education. With
it has come chaos.
What is gender equity? How does the government
define it? Does it or can it really exist? And how is it to
be achieved? These are the questions at the heart of the
1 itle IX debate as it applies to gender equity in college
athletics. Almost a quarter century after the law's inception, many people think these questions are no closer to
being answered than they were in 1972.
Meanwhile, the majority of college athletic departments still are not in compliance with Title IX. The
situation has improved since an enforcement crackdown by the U.S. Department of Education's Office
for Civil Rights began four years ago, but the problems
remain far from solved.
Addition by
Dave Taylor is preparing his U.
of Wyoming baseball team —
eliminated to achieve gender equity
— for its final season. "It's reverse
discrimination." Taylor says,
adding that Title IX is becoming
the divisive issue of sports — akin
to the affirmative-action debate.
"Men's sports are getting slighted
by Title IX."
To comply with Title IX. athletic departments must demonstrate
one of the following: proportionality in participation and funding for
male and female athletes, a history
of increasing opportunities for
female athletes or an accommodation of the interests and abilities of
the underrepresenied gender.
Most schools have chosen the
first route to satisfy Title IX — proportionality. But it's often hard, if
not impossible, to add opportunities
for women without eliminating
them for men. Shrinking budgets
just don't allow it.
One popular method of achieving gender equity is to eliminate

"non-revenue" sports fot men —
teams that cost more to operate
than they bring into their athletic
department — such as swimming,
wrestling or. at the U. of
Wyoming, baseball.
That money then can be used to
fund new women's teams or to
fund existing women's teams at a
higher level.
Todd Bell, assistant director of
communications for the American
Football Coaches Association, says
too much emphasis has been put on
the proportionality aspect of that
test. "It's a numbers game, and it's
the easiest one to prove," he says.
"Title IX was implemented to
ensure fairness, and it's kind of getting away from that."
Wes Brasher, a senior on the U.
of Wyoming baseball team, says he
understands the importance of Title
IX and that budgets play a major
role in decision making. But he
thinks administrators should find
better ways to achieve gender equity.
"I feel really bad for the guys
who have to find somewhere else
to play next year." Brasher says. "I
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think if (administrators] want to
make things equal, they should
add sports for women instead of
penalizing men."

», femala
and football?
The fact that there is no "companion sport for women matching
the participation and funding levels
of football is at the root of the Title
IX debate.
In the proportionality equation,
football, which allows for a maximum of 85 scholarship players,
must be offset by approximately five
women's teams of 17 full-scholarship players each. That means, on
the surface, that a school with a full
football squad must offet five more
sports for women than for men to
achieve gender equity.
But the AFCA has a biological
news flash for us: There are actually
three genders. That is the rationale
behind its claim that football should
be given special calculation privileges, if not complete exemption
from the equation.
Grid coaches claim that their
sport, along with men's basketball,
brings more revenue into college
athletic departments than any
other sport, men's or women's. At
many schools, a portion of that
money is used to fund the "nonrevenue" teams.
AFCA members ask why they
should be penalized with reduced
scholarship numbers and smaller
head counts while they already are
doing their part for Title IX by
underwriting other teams.
"We've been accused of wanting
to exempt football." Bell says.
"We're just asking that they use a
little bit more fairness in applying
Title IX."
But fair is fair, says Donna I-opiano, executive director of the
Women's Sports Foundation. She
says football is a men's sport and
should be treated as any other
men's sport. "Football asking for
special relief under Title IX is a lot
like IBM asking for an anti-trust
exemption," she says.

It
While most athletic departments are not in compliance with
Title IX. Stanford U. is often recognized as the example to follow. The
Ordinal sports program offers 16
teams for men. 16 for women and
one coed squad.
Stanford officials say they've
tackled the football problem by
awarding more scholarships to

female athletes on "non-revenue"
teams than for men playing the
same sport. For example, the Stanford women's tennis team might
receive five full grants in -aid, while
the men's tennis team might have
only one. (Stanford U. officials
would not release specific scholarship numbers.)
And
through
increased
fundraising and revenue generation, Stanford has managed to add
women's teams without eliminating men's squads.

Tba
The Department of Education's
Office for Civil Rights is in charge
of enforcing Title IX and has drawn
much criticism for that enforcement. The OCR has been accused
of failing to offer viable choices to
athletic departments, placing too
much emphasis on the proportionality option and discounting
attempts by schools to achieve equity via the two othct tests.
The concerns of various schools,
several men's athletic organizations
and other constituencies have snow-

balled into a call for the Ol I i
clarify its position on Tide IX i
pliancc. Those groups would
the OCR to recognize effort1,
achieve equity in a less quant in
manner. Meanwhile, nothing '
changed or been clarified.
The debate in the interpretan
of Title IX appears to slice rig1
across America and all the wa>
the nation's capital. In fact, Tn
IX's fate could become an issue
this fall's elections.
U.S. Rep. J. Dennis Hastu
(R—III.), in an essay titled "I I
Unintended Effects of Title IX
encourages athletes to contact Col
gress members concerning negati.
aspects of the law. "First, we nci
people to understand that elimina
ing programs for men is not the v.
to comply with Title IX," Hasu
writes. "It docs not help wotm-i
and it unfairly punishes young nn
who want to participate."
Robert Manlier and (jtrrie Hutchison nu
onfy tag-teamed to wrttr this ttory. but
IOUU also win moil major tandem golf
tournaments. Fore!

»

Damon Wayans Daniel Stern
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Dan Aykroyd
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dense and often unapproachable as any of their previous work, fusing tribal rhythms with superfuized
guitars, exotic folk instruments and sampled, random noise. Not the pioneers they were 16 years ago,
Killing Joke nevertheless hold their own in the
industrial wasteland.

V'smtr Bros

BY GLENN McDONALD

****!4
Los Lobos are eclectic in the best sense of

ker

rri..

V.rp.
****'/i
If there\ one damn
lMilt«Mltok*ai

real alternative band left
in tins godless culture,

blues, country. Tex-Mcx
and traditional Spanish

Qtli—iliililn
■d ioWy cm colaaar radio air play. ConthbunneI r.taJiM
WWVU. WeM Vinnnu U; KVRX. U. of Ten.
Aiutin: KTRU. Rice U.. Texas: KAMP. U. of Ariiona
KRNU. U of Ncbnaka. Lincoln; KWVA. U. of Oregon
WFAL, Bowing Gran Soar U.; and WRrT. U of Kairuds

*

and Mexican music has

">$*1 i

made them one of the most consistently interesting
bands around.

it's Cracker. Frontman

Colonel Head finds the band confidently and

David Lowery's songs

boldly following the experimental route blazed on

are as refreshingly bizarre now as they were 10 years

I992's Kiko The opening track. "Revolution,"

ago when his band Camper Van Beethoven helped

grooves on a deep funk bass and cowbell backbeat.

establish the college rock scene.
to a group wed ox Hi way
MilitMMnfiMtfMi

the word, and their fivealarm chili sound of

taa U Itacat dart ■ aaani a,

V1BRANCE

Don't get too attached, though. By the time you've

With I he Iinldrn Age, Cracker have managed to

finished side one. Los Lobos will have led you

expand their sound in almost every direction The

through hard RcVB ("Mas y Mas"), mariachi

punk songs rock harder ("I Hate My Generation"),
the bluesy |ams dig deeper ("Sweet Thistle Pie") and

'"Maricela") and straight Chicago blues ("Can't
Stop the Rain").

Lowery's fractured ballads of redneck *>ul still man-

If "La Bamba" is all you know of Los Lobos,

age to be moving in their impossible way '"Dixie

check out Colossal Head and staA saving money —

Babylon"), (.unarm Johnny HicklMJI finally comes

you'll need it to buy all their back records once you
get hooked.

into his own on dolden Age, co-writing all but two
songs and providing the band's unique post-punk,
country-rock guitar sound.

Semi

lc

With occasional synths, strings and mellotrons,
Cracker sound pretty much fearless on this record.
And when you hear that tone in a voice, you know
you're in for a ride.

***
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The Cocteau Twins
create the kind of multi-

layered soundscapes
those familiar with Enya or Jane Siberry will recog

Once upon a time,

Killing Jok.

A

7

***

nire. You know — Atmospheric. Lush. Ambient

there was a band called

Easy To Fall Asleep To. Lacking the wit of Sibern

Trip Shakespeare. They

or the Gaelic forccfulness of Enya, the Cocteau

made an album called
Lulu. They sang absurd-

Twins weave intricate melodies designed for the
remarkable instrument that is Elizabeth Fraser's

ly eager pop songs with unapologctic, crooning

voice. The lyrics are seldom intelligible, and even

Generally credited
with being the first

voices. They wrote meandering, indulgent instrumental rave-ups. And they were very, very great.

when they are, they make no linear sense (song titles

industrial band. Killing

But alas, they were not for this time. Semisonic

Joke came out of London more than 16 years

"Eperdu"). So you have to approach The Cocteau

feature two former members of Trip Shakespeare,

Twins' work for what it is: ultimately passive musu
that relics heavily on texture and mood to commu

include "Serpentskitt," "Calfskin Smack" and

ago playing the kind of aggro noise now champi-

and Great Divide is a successful distillation of the
former band's bright, lively pop sound. Although

oned by nine inch nails and Ministry. Since then,

still prone to arty noise experimentation, Semison-

the original members have followed some intriguing

strongest melodies ("Tishbite") and successful sonic

ic have a lot of weapons — the melodies are solid

paths — composing for the Cairo Symphony

pop gold, the harmonics faultless and the lyrics
convincingly heartfelt. You better have a sweet

collages ("Rilkean Mean") but finally fails to move
the band forward in any significant way. The

Orchestra, producing for Paul McCartney and
recording with New Zealand tribal musicians.
Democracy is something of a concept album,
with singer/lyricist Jaz Colcman approaching ideas
of personal and political activism from a kind of
techno pagan spirituality. Musically, the album is as

Cocteau Twins remain in a holding pattern through
the lush atmosphere.

tooth, though, because Great Divide ultimately
goes down like a huge bowl of Cap'n Crunch. It
tastes great, and you'll get a massive sugar high,
but after awhile you'll just want to brush your
teeth and take a nap.
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A COMEDY ABOUT LIFE-LONG CRUSHES, MISTAKEN IDENTITY AND ONE REALLY BAD EULOGY.

DAVID SCHWIMMER
the

GWYNETH PALTROW

BARBARA HERSHEY

VAUBEAREft

Truth

BY TRICIA l-AINE

IT'S A BIG MONTH FOR ALL OF YOUR

favorite 20somethings. With Uma
Thurman, Winona Ryder, Keanu
Reeves and Ben Chaplin (we predict that he'll be a new fave), there's
something for every soft heart in the
house. The emphasis seems to be on
romance and all things twisted.
Although the oldies (Richard Gere and
Nick Nolte) are sticking with the gravy
in their newest crime dramas, April is
for the young at heart!

about Cats
andDogt

James and
the Qlant
Reach

20th Century Fmx

Duney

The twin women
have been wailing for.
Instead of Cyrano de
Bcrgerac, it's Jancane Garofalo (although we think
she's really cute) enlisting the help of the lithe Uma
Thurman. As a charming radio personality, Garofalo catches the ear of a gorgeous photographer (Ben
Chaplin (Remains of the Day). When he wants to
meet her in person, she panics. Romantic twists and
turns follow.

Trio

in

Saver

Millions of peaches. .. wait, that's a song.
OK. Take the genius of
best-selling children's novelist Roald Dahl (Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory), add the makers of The
Nightmare Before Christmas and trip it all up with
the technique of stop-motion animation. It all
comes together in this happy adventure that will
leave you feeling just peachy.

VniveruU

' J*

"Alas!" the people
cried. If the weekly Must
See TV quota of Friends
just isn't enough, you
can catch David Schwimmcr playing a sappy romantic who can't find a job, a girlfriend or a way out of
his mother's house. And you may be (un)happy to
know that Pallbearer kicks off a glut of new movies
starring the regulars from Central Perk.

Primal Foar
AaasMasJ
Richard Gere makes
a big stretch playing
arrogant
criminal
defense attorney Martin
Vail. When a sniveling,
penniless man is accused of murder. Vail takes the
case — if only to flex his courtroom muscles. Laura
Linney (A Simple Twin of Fate) plays his tenacious
cx-girlfriend/prosccuting attorney.

As you can tell from
the title, director James
Foley (Glengarry Glen
Rots) hopes to put knots
in your stomach. Mark
Wahlbcrg (Basketball Diaries) is the boyfriend
turned bad. When he tries to tighten the reins on
his girlfriend, Reese Withcrspoon (Man in the
Moon), her whole family gets involved. You'll know
what it feels like to be stalked.

Mrs. WInterborne
TnStmr

If you can resist the urge to yell out petty comments or raise your hand when you have a question,
you'll probably like Ricki Lake's newest shot on the
silver screen. Alrhough it's no "my mother slept
with my boyfriend and now she's pregnant," Lake's
character docs have an identity crisis of sorts. Stay
tuned for advice.

Park
TnSur

The Last Supper
A group of heady grad students sets a standing
date with disaster. In order to discuss politics and
current events, Cameron Diaz, Annabcth Gish
(Beautiful Girls). Ron Eldard (Scent of a Woman),
Jonathan Penncr (The Naked Truth) and Courtney
B. Vance (Panther) invite a different controversial
guest to each weekly dinner parry. The surprising
guest list will titillate you as much as the movie's
dark humor.
Touttnumt
Doe-eyed Winona Ryder captures the heart of
Lukas Haas (Leap of Faith) and the rest of the
class. See. she hangs out at an exclusive boys' high
school. And well, you know how the hormones —
er, emotions — are at that age. Basically, they're
all tripping over each other trying to win her
heart. So here's what we're wondering: Isn't
Winona getting a little old to he hanging out with
high schoolers?

Fooling
Minnesota
FmrUm
The notion is that
weddings bring out
the best in people.
Unless, of course, you
just said "I do" to
a
nervous
groom
(Vincent D'Onofrio,
Strange Days) you
can't stand. And then
you run into his brother, played by Keanu
Reeves, and accidentally have sex with him
while the guests are still eating the cake. Oops.
Cameron Dial (The Mask) is the lucky bride.
24 U. Magazine • April 1996

Celtic Pride
UnllntMl Pitnurt

If
you've
been
known to plan your life
around a particular
team's schedule (read:
the Boston Celtics) and
a certain show on a particular network by the
name of something like, let's say, SportiCenter, then
you have to fit Celtic Pride into your lineup. Dan
Aykroyd goes to desperate measures — while drawing lots of laughs — to support his favorite group of
ball bouncers.

Mulholland
Falls
MCMIIIA
Nick Nolte puts on
his tough-guy hat and
steps back in time to the
1950s as one of the
biggest, baddest cops in the LAPD. The group
makes up its own rules to enforce the law until
glitches in a routine murder case threaten the status
of the whole department. Sounds vaguely
famil... sorry.

Warm fuzzies and a
bushel of sweaty gym
socks are probably not
what you'd expect from Sunset's leading lady, Rhea
PcHman fTVs Cheers). She's taken the post as coach
of a boys' high school varsity basketball team. And
they're out to kick some proverbial butt. Enough said.
9

Pssst' Have you heard U s web site now has movie
news and gossip http /www umaqa/ine com
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(kit movie — Boy* kith*
Band (1970) — when
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front of a ctoeet straight out
of Saturday morning cartoons. When narrator Uty
Toman opens the door, an
assortment of fltm dipt
comet crashing down on
your head. You won't bt the
onfy one feeling a btt stupid
tor rwt getting the gay In (oket the nrtt time you taw

in i
ware talking mainstream
movies Hfcertoe/HWNwf a
Cause, ■oSSS Pntm
NomtM and Sen-Mr—
you'll be amazed and
amused at how writers and
■sue of homoeexuelfty.
views wrth the So of Tom
Hanks, Whoop! Goldberg,
Susan Sarandon. This Is a
must-see for aM movie
buffs and anyone interested

■I

It can be a
long, hard
road from
dives to
record deals

Not likely. Bui had dm happened
15 yean ago in Athens, Ga.. the scenario would sound less like a beer
addled fantasy and more like a foggy
recollection of an average weekend.
From playing the pizza parlors

U. OF DllAWAKK

THE THRONG OF
sweaty collegians
swarms a smokefilled fraternity basement, desperately
trying to hear and be heard
over roaring guitars and
pounding drums.
An especially tipsy
party-goer strays from the
keg and stumbles toward
the makeshift stage at the
rear of the tiny room.
Through the haze, a familiar face materializes, then
another. "Is that R.E.M.?"
asks the plastered partier in

disbelief.

major-label debut. Open Up the Sky.
"It was hard financially," says the
band's front man, Todd Shcaffcr. "I
lived for three years in a place with

ing hard all over the place for four

tional road to success. The band got

years before MTV or any of that
stuff came along."

together while attending the U. of

no hot water and no kitchen." But a

detting to the top is usually a

to recording the staples of American

faithful following of local fans made

laborious process for college bands.

introduced a

Massachusetts and soon began playing at local bars and at the school.

Many paths to
stardom

and abandoned churches of Athens
college rock, KIM

BY OAKLAND
CHILDERS

who grew up together in Sparta.
N.J., the band recently released its

The Buffalo Tom following grew
gradually, culminating in their
opening for Live last summer.

Fruitful gardens

the years before its record deal much

But inn all groups follow the typical

easier on the group. "We've always

formula — playing live shows in

Amhcrst is one of many college

The quartet — Michael Stipe,

had fans giving us encouragement

local dives for years before scoring

towns, like Athens. Ga., that seem to

Mike Mills. Pctet Buck and Bill
Barry — soon had an established fan

and appreciating what we do,"

the Holy Grail of the record indus-

breed talented musicians. Bands like

Sheaffer says. "Those people kept us

try, a major-label recurding contract.

base growing exponentially out of its

going. I think in a way they kind of

The Ocean Blue, friends from

Dinosaur Jr. and Schadoh are just
two of the acts making big careen

own back yard. R.F..M. became not
just the prototypical college band

sec it like they succeeded, too."
I"he now famous Dave Matthews

shcy. Pa., played live shows only

Burlington. Vi.. home to the U.

but the yardstick by which all after it

Band came from similar beginnings.

of Vermont and hippie rockers

would he measured.
College towns are to the music

"We took every gig from debutante

after signing such a contract and
cutting their first record.

parties to fraternities." violinist Boyd

"It wasn't until we contacted a

industry what minor league teams

Tinslcy says of the band's eariy days.

manager about getting a record deal

"There are a lot of great bands

are to professional baseball. There's

"We just played all the time. Along

here," says Paul Jaffe of Pure Pup

no guarantee that any band will

the way, you pick up a few extra fans."

that we started playing out," vocalist
David Schclzcl says. "When we first

raise the eyebrow of some major-

In a little more than four years,

got the band together, we played in

the local talent. "I've been to j lot of
places in the country, and there is
more talent here."

genre all its own.

their middle-school days in Her-

label scout and score a 10-rccord

the hand has gone from playing U.

each other's basements. There was no

deal, but it's always a possibility.

of Virginia parties in Charlortcsvillc

place to play in ( <-nir.il Pennsylvania."

That keeps the already vibrant col-

10 getting heavy play on both col-

lege genre teeming with zealous

lege radio and MTV.

young musicians — musicians hoping to become the next R.F..M.

Paying your dum

from meager beginnings there.

I'hish, is another town trying to add
its name to that list,

Records, a music store catering to

But as the band's notoriety grew,

But as each college baud makes

so did the size of the venues it

it big. another is left wondering

played.

when its turn will come.

change the lives of the Dave
Matthews Band, save a few thou-

"We now do proper concerts,
where people come to see the band,

known over the years and have been

But success has done little to

"A lot of ihc bands that we's

sand new fans. "The main thing I

and they arc familiar with the music,

friends with are now doing very well,"

Today, college bands seeking

see is just the road and the stage,"

whereas before, we could be walking

more than an occasional gig at the

Tinslcy says. "It's just like the stages

local bar or frat house should take

have gotten bigger."

into the lions' den," Schel/el says.
"You could he playing for people who

says From Good Homes' Sheaffer.
"People in out band sec that, and it

note — the path to stardom is a
lung one.
Five years of hard times are starting to pay off for the New Jersey
band From l

.1 Homes. Friends

The hand may seem to have

could care less that you are up there —

come from nowhere, but Tinslcy is
quick to dispel thai notion. "It's not

who aren't interested in your music. It
can be a terrible atmosphere."

like we just made an album and got

Buffalo Tom. out of Amhcrst,

on MTV," he says. "We were play-

Mass., have followed a more tradi-

creates a bit of pressure. It's like,
l.ook at them. What about us?'"
()aklanj ( hildrr\ u a tophomore at tht 11,
ofDfUwarr ami ihr krtper of tuv pi/p,
Susan h.Uzabfth and doUa Mnr.

Came From
Neptune
Sum, every campus has rte wee*
end pickers and grinners, Its dreaming
drummers, Iti virtual virtuosos Most
local musicians faM to graduate txyond
teat that — playing the local acana. But
mare's a handful of cottage town*
acroaa the country responsible tor producing more than their fab- share of
noted bends Hare are test a taw:
Amherst Mass — Obwaaur Jr.,
Sabadoh, Buffalo Tom
Athena, Ga — R.E.M., TIM B-52s,
n.j—

un -a —^.

J am

l-

ryton, wnomupnma rmntc
Austin, Taxat — Butthole Sorter*,
Eric Johnson, Tknbuk3, Jeeus
Lizard, Scratch Add, Dantef
Johnston, Slncoia
Boeton, Mass. — The Breeders,
Baity, Tha Mutes, Throwing
Muses, Blake Babies (JuUana
HatfleM, Antennae), Letters la
Cteo, Hum
Chattel MB, NX. — Superchunk,
Archers of Loaf. Jennyertytund,
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The bulimic
study method

BV OLENN MCDONALD
ILLUSTRATION »V JIM HU.ER.
STATE

U. of

NEW

Yon*.

BUFFALO

CRAMMING IS A TIME-HONORED AND

revered academic tradition, tracing all the way back to ancient
Greece. Aristotle is said to have
stayed up for three straight years
while preparing his thesis on Poetics,
and students at the Lyceum are generally credited with inventing the first
form of Vivarin.

Mrta,waha*.t.g.aadi

•txatgntomastnthrtrlr*.
you do ft. mam).

Ttwlongarti
— at ft. Baar Barrel Saloon In
Sou* Baft Wand, ONo -I.
406 fart 10 incha. long.
Th««»«™o.co«tolr.Wno
• cMMIoag.1BI.S23l.l40.
Saica I960, Hrtg. I
rtDanmarkh
73^23 oWarartl
mwizg countries.

rwrfrtring headed
The hewlert gooee egg on
record t. • 2,403-pounder laM

■yai
Thai
•cooler ha. baan kept In nonrtoe Ma* la 1 Jtl hoaraTaa
liilwilMXa
worM I. ft. howler monkey

defining your parameters Do I need Co ace this
exam? Or will a "C" get me by? Am I willing to sacrifice pride for time by studying until five minutes
before class and showing up in my robe with a cup
of coffee? Am I prepared to risk permanent cognitive damage by revving my brain up to fifth gear for
14 hours? The answer to all these questions is yes.
Next you'll need your supplies. Find out exactly
which books you need to read and go straight to the
store to buy the equivalent Cliffs Notts. Purchase a
set of multicolor highlighters, and remember — the
more acrid the ink fumes, the better they will keep
you awake when you snort them at 4 am
Perhaps the most important element of a good
cramming session is maintaining proper chemical
parity. Caffeine will be your best friend for the
next several hours, but you must respect her
power. Don't peak too early — a good rule of
thumb is to consume one cup of coffee every time
you turn a pageAll right, then. Time to settle in. Remove from

While not generally
the most effective way of
assimilating information, cramming is a
good short-term solution for an upcoming
test. The idea is to jam
your frontal lobes with
as much relevant information as humanly possible, then vomit it all
back up within a day or
so. Those of you who
have been down this
road know what I'm
talking about. The
amount of raw data you
can functionally retain
for 24 hours is amazing.
There are a number
of ways to optimize your
cramming performance,
chemical and otherwise.
As a rule, you should
begin the process by

HOW IDotf'T -TOlMK.
lUAWfclb RtMNOVoU
Of THE GWWiTY Cf THE
SITUATION CrMJ*oRAruJ6
wrru Y*»R KOCMMAIE OH A
TAKE »*«*«: e*AM is A
ro*M Of W^coHeSTV'

-w

JMlal
rpaoHwc*

■W

[
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your room all possible distractions — records,
books, plants, roommates, furniture, home-brewing
equipment and carpeting. By painting warrior-like
patterns on your face with the highlighters and
chanting everything you read out loud, you will
achieve a Zen-like state of consciousness.
For the next several hours you will descend into
a world of near omniscience, absorbing all information you come across. You will be able to photographically recall pie charts pixel by pixel. You will
memorize entire chapters verbatim and calculate pi
to 100 digits. You will highlight and underline,
memorize and prioritize. And you will not blink.
Like an Apache from a sweat lodge, you will
emerge hours later into the bright sun for your 9
a.m. class. Then, in a mighty display of intellectual prowess, you will fill in little circles with a
No. 2 pencil.
The down side, of course, is that within about
an hour and a half you will have forgotten everything you learned. Oh, sure, bits and pieces will
remain. Things like the
atomic weight of tungsten and Maasai puberty rites will continue to
kick around your cerebellum for years, along
with the lyrics to
"Come On Eileen."
But for the most part,
you will have no serviceable recall.
Not that it matters.
A passing grade is a passing grade, thank the
gods. You've lived to see
another day. Now
breathe deep, rejoice and
go get drunk. You done
good, kid.
Glenn McDonald never perfected the Mrs of cramming,
mnd today he u panhandling
for food on the streets of Son
Francisco. Could you be*
deetr and spare some change'

Vleu.OMTHC FivlAc
QUfeVTioN,V^P«*T"l
DoM'TkWDVJ" DOWN
R>R in AN5W6*

AMD Yo«R RtSftjUSG To
THE SAME QJEMicw WAS

•Me NErmeK*

CLASSIFIEDS
EMPLOYMENT
Frivol* luxury Y«hN Hiring
Yon con vmt oaotoc OMIioofcom i" •»• Coribboon.
MoJrtoJtowoH. punuwur E*on *<• fxrtCM Cup <n Now
Zookmd Ei^anonco not nocouory, Gwot $1$ crowing on
WvUCIouVbdM INOt OUST UNKS) SOOMOOI ot U«o>
"" -a—— rflHPffffi fflKf «*.. OJ ih. gu... -cl te.
you Mo# poopW don't •*■» r»*n hm |ob» oM
W. know Say do W. ■. doM if ond «• wrolo fh. book
f o. ra «*, col I -•0O-3S0-2M7.

FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT I oil's of EntryUpper Level Positions No. Exp. Nee, Paid
Training, Benefits For App. and Info Call 1800-549-2300 ext. 3122

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Eom jp BlU»ojf —Sin mil ngiotCrj—Slwjri or land ]
TMCompamt W»WTriMl|HOM> HPUOO.MCartbMn i

tci mm* m wim mt*tm*t—
No toononco noCMUry For mo* r*> cat

1(206)971-3550 «xi.cws»

1-8O0-4-SUMR-JOBI STUDENTS NEEDEDtl
CRUISE SHIPS - $$$♦ TRAVEL! ALASKA
JOBS - EARN TO S4000/MO! VACATION
RESORTS/THEME PARKS - UP TO 115/HR!
AIR COURIER JOBS - FLY DIRT CHEAP!
CALL TODAY! ASK FOR ext 2001 PROG

SUMMER WORK
Average First Year Profit

$5766
Apply online:
hupj//www^ourtjweslem^
FINANCIAL AID

FINANCIAL AID
mfii «'■» as ISBnB

.-800-263-649Sl1?gil
NANNY SERVICES
BOSTON NANNIES. Experience scenic, historic
New England. Excellent salary, benefits, friendship support. Year commitment 1-800-456-2669
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Pishing
Industry. Earn up to $8,000+ in two months
Free transportation! Room and Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Call
(206) 971-3510 ext. A98526
100* ENTIBJSIAST1C COUNSELORS. Outstanding New England brother-sister camps. 2 hrs.
N.Y.C. Sports, Aquatics, Hobby Activities. 2
Spencer Place, Scarsdale, NY 10583 (914) 725-4333
COUNSELORS for Jewish cultural resident
camps in MA and NH. June 19 - August 18.
Great summer opportunity. Contact: Cohen
Foundation Camps, 30 Main Street, Ashland,
MA 01721 800-375-8444
TALENT

TSpStgBmrnTWSgSa
I for Girls

EASTERN EUROPE JOBS - Basic conversational English teachers needed in Prague.
Budapest and Krakow. Excellent benefits plus
bonuses. Call Global Employment Network
(206)971-3680 Ext. K98521

wkokkaio ,

■ aTl

4-1*

■i ucaary. .la. ill. tutAnoill. fooU-U. m -nss

Umimm* m*m\mK.mmm,mm+M
I i ii I ■■XOrUR/WlQ,Mais..
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U
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-I00-S42-I2I4. CaB BMMH I-«00-?7»-J070.T arriks
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NORTHERN WBOONSN RESORT. Needs wa«suff. kitchen staff, housekeepers. Salary,
monVbt«ml BOYIXS. FTFIELD. WISCONSIN 54524

TRAVEL
STUDY ABROAD in Southern France. Summer,
Semester. Year Programs. Contact FAE HI Roberts
Own, Alexandria, VA 22314,703-549-5087
Join Decrees of Freedom Travel in summer
adventure trips Amazon and Inca Trail Peru
Trek. Bike/Hostel across Ireland degfreedomBaol com / (800) 421-2334

CONTESTS
4TH ANNUAL

Urn
FOUR $1,000
GRAND PRIZES
Here's your chance to win big money! U. is
offering four Si,000 cash grand prizes for the
best photo entries submitted in four categories: fsiapas Ijfc/Traditiotu, All Around
Sport, (mud to varsity). Road Trippia' and
Funaiest Sights. PLUS, for each entry published in U. during the year, we'll pay $25.
Last year's contest had more than 100 winners
— and $10,000 in cash prizes.
Photos can be of anyone or anything on or
off campus, from normal (whatever that is) to
outrageous. For best results, keep the faces in
focus and the background as light as possible.
Winners of the month will be published in
U. and on our Web site. The four SI.000
Grand Prize winning entries will be featured
in i/.'sMay 1996.
Send entries on color print or slide film,
labeled (gently) on the back with your name,
school, address, phone number (school and
permanent) and a brief description of the event
(who, when, where, doing what). (Funny captions get extra points.) Entries cannot be
returned and become the property of U. Magazint. Deadline for entries has been
extended to April 1,1996 (no footing)

Mail your entries to
U. MAGAZINE PHOTO CONTEST
1800 Century Park East. Suite 820
Los Angeles. CA 90067-1511
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WAR
PillFESSORS
is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors
are putting you to sleep, Revive with Vivarin: Hey, it's tough juggling a full load,
a social life—maybe even a job or an internship—plus squeezing in time to feed yourself,
exercise, and keep in touch with the real world so you can someday conquer it.
Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin "safely restores mental alertness, with the same
amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee. So stay sharp
in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

Rev
soEach tab** curtains XO mq

■ ca"e»w eau* 10 atoii r«o cups of coffee Use orty as d»ecled

rta«p**

REWARD YOURSELF!

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED IN THE
UNfTED STATES

Graduates Get $400 Off From GM!
}

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO 68 ROCHESTER, Ml
i

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

GM COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM
PO BOX 80487
ROCHESTER Ml 48308-9977
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If you are about to graduate, rave recently graduated *&&
from a two-or four-year college, or are a graduate -a „-,**
student, simply return this card for a $400
J^J'
"*
certificate good toward the purchase c lease
of any new Chevrolet, Chevrolet Truck or Geo, when
you qualify and finance through your participating
Chevrolet'Geo Dealer and GMAC See your
participating ChevroletVGeo Dealer for details
GM reserves the right to change or withdraw this offer
See our ad m this issue

Call 1-80D-964-GRAD

REWARD YOURSELF!
Graduates Get $400 Off From GM!
»
if you are about tc graduate, have recently graduated ^vt«f
from a two-or four-year college, or are a graduate ^a ^Si^
student, simply return this card for a MOO
t&''^iNt&f
certificate good toward the purchase or lease
Nf'
of any new Chevrolet, Chevotet Truck or Gee, when
X
you qualify and 'mance through /our participating
i^
ChevroietGeo Dealer and GMAC See your
p1
participating Chevrolet Gee Dealer for details
Sj -\
GM reserves the right to change or withdraw this offer
| \
See our ad r this issue

REWARD YOURSELF!
Graduates 3et $400 off from GM! if you are aoout to graduate, have recently graduated *rom a two-or four year college, a are a
graduate student, simply return Bus card for a MOO certificate good toward the purchase or lease o' any new Chevrolet, Chevrolet T-uck
or Geo, when you qualify and finance through your participating Chevrolet Geo Dealer and GMAC See your participating Chevrolet Gee.
Dealer for details GM reserves the right to change or withdraw this offer
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Do you presently own a car or truck''

Q yes

J

WWjt co-eoe y s *-vty oodifl you attend1

NO
Coiiege Cty

State

*V-* 3fl/A?»i«' MOT

year

1

If so what vear make. and model is your vehicle

Call 1-800 964 GRAD

When do you plan to be m the market for a new car or truck''
Qv* □n'-cs □U-XJS Q'-15"vos □ 1 yearc""ore

Return this card today or Call l 800 964 GRAD
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